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totally overlooked is the fact that there has been no
attempt to publicise or exploit in any way our many
places of historic and scenic interest. Indeed, the
ignorance of our own people on such matters is
shocking. This was demonstrated not so long ago
when the writer of "Scene Passing" in the Telegram
conducted an experiment. He said in part:
"I pretended 1 was a stranger in the city asking
where historical points of interest could be found. I
asked two policemen, two postmen, a bank messenger,
a telegram delivery boy, three ordinary civilians on
the street and two women all the same question,
'Could you please tell me where I can find the site
of old Fort Henry?'
"You would be surprised at the asnwers I re-
ceived. All the wa)' from ·thel'e is no fort here except
Fort PepperrelJ and it isn't a fort." to. ··Sorry. I never
heard of it. but the Cabot Tower is right up on the
hill overlooking the harbour. and it is quite a spot
of interest.'''
This ignorance on the part of our people is not
because of lack of interest in our colourful history
and the places connected with it. but rather that
our City Fathers, in the case of St. john's, and, who
knows. perhaps our Department of Education. Pro-
vincial Affairs and Tourist Bureau all share in the
blame, because so little literature is available on these
subjects.
It is true that the governm~nt has been giving
our province a great deal of publicity on the main.
land with regard to economic development. and re-
-<:entiy the Director of Tourist development has been
giving time and effort to the development of that
group of toul'ists who are interested in sport fishing
and hunting, and in providing accommodation for
them. but little or nothing is offel'ed in the way of
information about our historic sites or the xenic
attractions of our province, and there is a complete
dearth of literature about the first-indeed few people
Even know theil' location and certainly no pride with
regard to them is anywhere evident and only a few
booklets about the latter of these two important
phases of tourist attractions.
The urgcncy of this matter is in fact that here
is to hand excellent attractions that could be im-
mediately developed whereas the other is a long-
term policy to be developed over a period of years.
and it would appear to be contingent upon the build-
ing and operation of the new Gulf boat. .nnd it also
is contingent on the linking up of the ronds from Port
aux Basques to Corner Brook and beyond and is
largely concentrated on developing the tourist bus-
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iness on the West Coast, because it is apparent that
it will be some years before the Trans-Canada High-
way will give access to the North East and East Coast
of the Island from the west.
There is nothing in this to be critical about, but
is it not short-sighted policy to leave the East Coast.
and particularly the Avalon Peninsula without any
action to attract tourists. Many visitors make St.
John's their headquarters even when they come to
fish and hunt, and others who come on business and
pleasure combined spend a great deal of time in and
around the Capital. Would it not then be a far-
sighted policy to develop whatever is at hand as well
as to develop a long-range programme? In this tourist
business too. are we not forgetting or ignoring our
local tourists, people who would travel around and
visit our historic and scenic spots if they were de-
veloped and publicised? If our own people travel as
tourists in our own province, they too will be sepnd-
ing tourist money which could become a valuable
asset to our overal1 economy..
We are apt to forget that sport fishing and hunt-
ing are not the "have all" and "be al1" of the tourist
business, and there is danger in the over development
of these because unless the greatest conservation and
care is exercised these may become so depleted that
they will lose their attraction for the tourist. as has
happened in other places. Conservation, bag limits
and restocking of our lakes and streams should be
a definite and immediate policy of those responsible
for our natural resources and tourist attractions. This
calls for a long term view of the whole matter and
one that covers all phases of the tourist business, for
it is recognized both in Canada and the United States.
by federal, provincial and state governments that the
tourist buziness to-day is "big business" and millions
are being spent to foster and develop it.
Take for example our historic background.
where can one find a single historic spot that has
been preserved and suitably marked, or a piece of
literature giving information about them? The Avalon
Peninsula and even as far as Bonavista, all along our
highways, there are place that fairly reek with the
early history of our province, where forts were built
and where early settlers fought desperately to protect
their homes against invaders.
Then as to other tourist attractions, where on
the American continent can be found a more scenic
drive than along our Marine Drive with its ever-
changing vistas of pastoral beauty and marine views
of breath-taking ruggedness? Again, the motor trip
around the north side of Conception Bay and South
Shore of Trinity Bay to Whitbourne, and on through
via Come~by-Chance etc.. to historic Bonavista, the
landfall of Cabot, and even here at this historic spot
there is not a sign nor even a marker to indicate it:
and how many know that the light in the lighthouse
there came from the famous Inchape Rock. Or again,
drive along the Southern Shore through historic Bay
Bulls to Ferryland. or, now that road is open, visit
the Burin Peninsula so redolent of the history of the
French occupation. All this in the compass of a few
hundred miles! and easily reached by automobile!
And even our own people are ignorant of it all.
Is it not time for the City Council of St. John's
Lo appoint a committee to prepare publicity and suit-
able literature about the beauty spots within and
around our capital city ,and should not our Tourist
Bureau share in preparation of suitable literature on
this important phase of our tourist attractions? Cities
like Ottawa, Montreal. Toronto etc.. all have large
varieties of literature for free distribution on their
historic and scenic attraction and are proud to point
them out.
Even in the matter of postcards and scenic views
the tourist could find nothing that would be worth
sending back home as souvenirs. Pictures of Cabot
Tower. Newfoundland dogs and a few pictures of
churches and the Newfoundland Hotel seem to be the
sum-total of such literature. Many times the writer
has been asked by our American friends from the
Bases where they could buy some really good views
of Newfoundland to send home to their folks, and
the answer had to be "there are none available."
OUR NATIVE PRODUCTS
Where, in St. John's could one find an exhibit of
purely native products and craftsmanship-the old
picture frames whittled from pine with a pen knife,
the model boats. fully rigged, the hooked mats that
follow no shop pattern but are the products of the
imagination of the weaver. the mitts with the check-
ered backs. our home-made partridgeberry (pardon
us, lignan berry) and apple jam, bakeapple jam and
other food products that are distinctively native?
They can be procured. of course, if one knows about
them and will shop around, where in all Newfound~
.land would one be served a meal of fish and brewis?
As one motors around the mainland. countryside
native products are on display for sale at almost
every road intersection, but here we do not seem to
have developed a pride in our native products and
have not realized the possibilities for their develop-
ment, yet all these things tie in with this great bus-
iness of tourist attractions.
Cities on the mainland find it pays to have a
bureau and literature illustrative of historic sites and
scenic places of interest, and we are "missing the
boat" as long as we do nothing about these matters,
The Newfoundland Historical Society is interest-
ing itself in the matter of marking historical sites and
it is to be hoped that they will receive both civic and
provincial support and subsidies to carryon this
much-needed work and to develop in our people a
pride in their colourful past. The early history of
this province is unique in many ways and it had not
a little to do with the building and preserving of that
sturdy independence and other characteristics which
make the Newfoundlander and his home of such
absorbing interest to tourists, and it will be the parl
of wisdom for our legislators to remedy these short-
comings that are so obvious as soon as possible and
secure for us the benefits that are to hand and are
sure to accrue from this highly lucrative business,
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FISH 'N' CHIPS
OP:l~:~U~~:~a~~1 :~y i~n:::S a:nYa~~;il dc~~~ussa~~
every man's door, and here in this province it is banging
on the doors of restaurants and hotel dining rooms.
In a country .noted throughout its history for its fish
and fish products, this province offers less in the way of
fish dishes on its menus than cities and towns many
hundreds of miles from the source 01 supply. Why is it
that no attempt is made to serve the many tasty fish
menus in our restaurants and hotels"! Fish and Chips, for
instance, call be a delectable dish if it is served in a style
that will appeal to all classes. Apart from a few shop.;
that "specialize" in "Fish 'n Chips, served in a messy
pile on a papier mache carton, sloshed over with salt and
vinegar without any regard for the taste of the purchaser,
there does not seem to be any attempt to cater to the
co.nsumer, And as to the other sea foods-flounder, sal-
mon, caplin, herring and the shell*fish that abound in
our waters-well, it just is not served,
Now that the province is spending large sums of money
to attract tourists to our shores, could we not develop a
"national dish" that would become as famous as the
"baked potato," the "New England Boiled Dinner," the
French-Canadilln "Saupe au pais" (Pea Soup), etc, etc.
We had visitors from the mainland spending a holiday
last summer and just befOl'e leaving their complaint was'
"We thought we would be sick of fish menus in New-
foundland, whereas actually, we have more fish meals
Ooll the mainland," And they were perfectly right!
Is it not time the appl'opriate department of our
government did something to devcloo this valuable
natural resource in our country 3S well a~ to spend money
on looking for export markets? It would appear that an
intensive educational campaign in the matter of the
preparation and serving of fish locally is called for. The
cost of a qualified dietitian who would give demonstra-
tions on the preparation and sel'ving of fish menus, and
even going as far as to spend a few days, if necessary,
in our restaurants and dining rooms, would be money
well .spent if it would increase our consumption of fish
and fish products. Mr. Max La.'le said that if all Canadian
families would eat one meal of fish a week the marketing
problem would be largely solved. Surely then no insuper-
able barrier exists but only the will and the means to
implement an educational campaign, for the nutritional
food value of fish is itself well known,
To get back to the lowly ;'Fish '.11 ChipS. One of the
most important things in the serving of this menu is
ventilation, for the smeli of fish and grease cooking is
unpleasant to a great many oeople. It prejudices them
before they have a chance to appreciate how delicious it
is: consequently, some good form of ventilation or air
cC'1ditioning where the meal is being prepared is
essential.
Then, too, there is the matter of serving the consumer.
How often, in fact, almost invariably, one will be served
by an employee with a greasy apron and the food is
ungraciously thrown on a table or counter. A beverage
is as ungraciously supplied, and cutlery is cOJlsidered
superfluous, There is no reason why it cannot be served
with courtesy and positively no excuse for dirty table
linen with smudgy cutlery, if Supplied, For sanitary
reasons, if delivered to the home, the packaging should
be carefully done and newspapers should not be used to
wrap the package.
One of the largest chain restaurants in Eastern Canada
has built a most succeSSful Fish and Chip business by
using such sanitary and tasteful methods. Here is the
recipe used by its chefs for batter; it will be enough for
30 pOl'tions'
114 lbs. flour; ll'l pints milk; llh teaspoons baking
powder, Most important of all it is essential to let the
mixture stand for one hour before using and vegetable
f<lt is ravoured for cooking.
The same importance applies to the preparation and
serving of other fish menus; cod, salmon, caplin, herring,
flounder OJ' sole, and such shell-fish as lobster, mussels,
periwinkles, clams, etc., and the restaurant or dining
room that will cater for modern supper parties as well
as to regular diners would soon attract a large clientele,
and with imagination and experience much can be done
to make OUI' province noted for a distinctive "national
dish,"
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Having The Time Of Our Lives
By HON JOSEPH R. SMALLWOOD, LL.D.,
Premier of Newfoundland.
WH~: ~~~f::~lad~~w:ec:::el:e::O~'i;:::idC:::I~~;:
"All right, you brute, I'vc married you-now makc me
happy." Il would not have been without precedent
We preferred to do ever)·thine in our power ~o, make
the marriage a success. We have succeeded brilliantly,
for it is one of the happiest marriage<' of modern timeS,
Newfoundlanders, being islanders, are proud, sensitive,
even touchy. Some Newfoundlanders were heartbro~en
to see their country's ancient isolation ended by umon
with Canada. A few wore crepe on their sleeves and on
their front doors, and flew black flags on Union Day. :--n
occasional one cried, for the campaign that accompanied
the referendum was charged with emotion
If I may write a personal word, my own feeling, as one
who had worked to make Newfoundland a Province of
Canada was that Confederation had to be made to work.
That rr:eant, and could only mean, that Newf~ndland
had to contribute to the nation as well as receive from
it. We had to carry our weight. We had to develop New-
foundland. If we threw ourselves upon Ottawa we were
lost. Confederation would be a wretched failure, I would
be ashamed to be seen in public.
We had been a British colony for lone centuries, and
we did not join Canada to become a Canadian colony. It
was an immediate result of union that our imports from
the mainland of Ca.'lada shot up twice and three times
what they have been, so that Newfoundland almost over-
night became Canada's greatest new customer ~f the
present century. But that is not the result for which we
joined Canada-merel)' to beCome a market for mainland
good-'>. We had all become weary of our colonial status.
As I see Confederation, Newfoundland overnight, from
a colony of 152,000 square miles and 370,000 souls, be-
came a nation of millions of square miles and 14 million
people. Our western boundary stretched to the PaciIi~.
Did we have the skill, drive and daring to occupy this
vast market for the products of our Newfoundland econ-
omy? That surely depended on the kind of products we
had to sell. We could not see much future market within
Canada for our newsprint, iron ore, base metals., salted
or frozen fish and fish oils, for Canada is a great exporter
of th(;."iC things. I could not see why, however, Quebec and
Ontario must be the only manufacturing Provinces of
Canada
If we can delh'er them by cheap water routes, I still
cannot see why we cannot sell factory products in Que-
bec and Ontario. I know we must ha\'e more than cheap
water-lifted freight rate!'. \\'e must have modem machin-
ery, high!)' skilled industrial know-how, industrious
Iflbor, a.'ld salesmanship. These we ha\-e brought in from
Europe, and already we are sellini ~hlploads of cement
in Ontario_ Soon we shall be delivering excellent birch
ply\\oo:t and hardwood flooring, the best pressed-beard
in the world, leather, leather-clothing, dyed and dressed
furs, storage batteries, gypsum wallboard, optical goods,
light machInery, cotton textiles, and other products.
Tole movement of real trade will .!lot always be just
cast-bound. Ne\\foundland refuses to beCOme a Canadian
colony.
Our drivc to develoo Newfoundlanrl has to be carried
on in three fields; Ind-ustf,\', natural resources, and pub-
lic sen'iccs.
In the matter of public services, the Maritime Province.';
were notoriously the most under-developed part of
Canada; but the Maritime Provinces, on the day we be-
came a Province, were just as far ahead o( us as Ontario
W3" a~(>ad of them, When we travelled to Nova SCotia we
felt sinful envy of the advanced state of their roads,
hospitals, 1chools, municipal developments and other
public SCI vices_ The only occasion that Maritimers had
to (eel superiOr in these respects was when they visited
Newfoundland Perhaps, after visiting Quebec and
Ontario, they needed to visit us to restore their self-
respect.
But Newfoundland can catch up to where Nova Scotia
was a ouarter of a century ago in roads, hospitals, schools
and the rest only if our economy can afford to pay for
the privilege_ Economic development must pte{:ede public
services.
We travel now to the mainland of Canada at much less
cost than in years past, and when we do we arc still in
our own country. No customs or immieration officers
interfere now It is fatally easy to iet to Ontario and
Quebec nowadays, and very tempting to stay there if we
go. Our job is to transplant some of Ontario to New-
foundland, by making Newfoundland an easier place in
w:-.ieh to live and rear families. All this means economic
development; developing our natural resources and
starting factonE'S. If we don't provide our people with
jobs, they'll go where the jobs are to be found.
We were ludicrously ignorant of what natural resource:s
we had_ Our ignorance of them was exceeded only by
our big talk of our "inexhaustible, unlapped natural re-
sources." The first great job was to launCh a very inten-
sive (and, I fear, expenSive) drive to discover, measure
and mao those alleged naiural resources on the Island of
Newfoundland and in our IIO,OOO-square-mile territor)'
on the mainland of Canada, Labrador. It cost many
hundreds of thousands of dollars, but we did a first-rate
job of it. We know now at least 100 times as much as
we did on the day we became a Province, and what we
know makes us very happ)'
At Bell Island. Dosco i.s working one of the world's
largest deposits of iron-ore--perhap~ there arc 5,000
millio'l tons of It there. At Buchans, the American
Smelting and Refining Company is working what is gen-
eral\)" regarded as the world's richest copper-Iead-zinc-
silver-gold mine. At St. Lawrence, Alcan and another
company arc worklne what the United States Bureau of
:\1illcs calls the world's largest deposit of rich-grade
f1uor:par_ Now we know that these mines can be dupli-
cated several times in Newfoundland and Labrador. The
world is going to hear a lot more about our minerals in
the nexl year or two.
In 1953 Ne..... foundland and Labrador are going to wit-
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ness the greatest drive for minerals that any part of North
Am('rica has ever experienced. Labrador especially, I
believe, is due to get more attention from mineral hunt-
ers than even Alberta has had from (Ii! men. A S. & R.,
American Metals, Frobisher, Faleonbridge Nickel,
American Zinc, Lead and Smelting, National Lead, Rio
Tinto, Anglo-American Corporation of South Africa,
Aluminum Company of canada, Reynolds Metals. are
onl}' a few of the great mining companies interested
John Fox, that almost legendary figure in BoSton, is
sp<'nding 51 million this year to back his belief that we
""ill gel oil and natural gas on our weost coast.
And we must not forget what brought Newfoundland
into existence-fish. Our waters are sluggish with the
myriads of valuable fish of many kinds that the world
needs, It is one of the greatest of all the wodd's protein-
rich foodJ. If it were possible to do it, you could covel"
Newfoundland's 42,000 square miles (three times Nova
Scotia's size) three feet thick with the fish that are in
the waters along the 6,000 miles of OUl' island coast, and
the 1,500 mUes of our Labrador coast. The fisheries, it
they received a fraction of the drive put into oil, for in-
~tance, could support a larger population than we have
in Newfoundland. They muSt be industrialized. This is
one thing in which, frankly, we need Ottawa's help. We
don't ask Ottawa for much, for we think it is our dut)
to develop our own resources: but we do need help to
!'lodernile our fisheries.
Newfoundland was asleep for centuries. We were nine
miles from Canada in the Straits 01 Belle Isle, and ninety
miles in the Cabot Strait. but we were 100 years from her
until we became a Pro"ince. We are still fifty years from
tel' eco'lomically, It ~ a liant task to get Newfoundland
launched into the broad stream of North American li,'_
ing, yet nothing less will satlsly.
Then we can realize that gentle ambition to get to
where the Maritime Provinces were twenty-five years
aKo in mads, hospitals, schools and other public services.
It is a glorious effort, and we Newfoundlanders are
t aving the time of our lives. One day we expect lo invite
people down here from Upper Canada to see the most
energetic, ambitious and prosperous Province of Canada.
-Repl'inted from "Saturday Night" by special permis-
sion 01 the author.
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VACATION HINTS
By DR. F. M, JONES,
Chief Medical Officer, Canadian Industries Limited
MAs~~t::c::~s~~;t:~~do~er~:e:i~~ d~~q~r~:
tan gradually and don't expose a tender skin to the
sun's glare for any length of time, The use of a good
lotion slows down the burn, Protect your lips with
a proper ointment. Use a good pair of sun glasses
because direct sunlight or the glare from sand, water
or a book is dangerous to the eyes, Above all, don't
go to sleep while lying in the sun.
FOOD I'RECAUTIOS
During the warm weather certain foods may be
the source of a rather unpleasant form of food
poisoning. Bacteria grow rapidly in the heat and grow
particularly well in salads, processed foods, cream
fillings and even omelettes. Prepare foods directly
before they are to be eaten. Don't keep foods for any
length of time unless you have refrigeration of some
sort of cooling unit, Such foods must be kept cool or
trouble will surely follow.
CO)l")IOS SENSE ITDIS
If you are staying for a period of time in a cottage
or resort. it is well to have a plan of action mapped
out. especially if there are children. Find out who
and where are the nearest doctors and get their tele-
phone numbers, It is surprising how hard it is to get
this information in an emergency. Most people so
prepared never have occasion to put it in use.
QUIT BEFORE YOU ARE TIRED
The keynote of the whole program should be re-
laxation rather than tension, recreation rather than
exertion. While there is a temptation to crowd a year's
activities into a few weeks, don't do it. Never get
fatigued, always quit before you are really tired, Rest
and sleep are just as essential now as they are all
year. Keep within the limits of moderation or you
will require a convalescent period to recover from
your holidays!
ENJOy BOATING AND 8\VlIDUNG IN SAFETY
If you cannot swim, don't go into the water
alone. Everybody should learn at least one stroke
and how to noat with reasonable skill. If you like
diving, be sure there are no rocks, logs or w~s
down there, Learn to use a good method of artificial
respiration-it might save a life. Those who swim
can go boating in greater safety, but remembe1' that
handling a canoe or sailboat requires specialized
skill. A little knowhow may prevent a tragedy,
TRUE :'tIEANING OF TIlE WORD "VACATION"
The very meaning of the word "vacation" implies
a change-leaving the everyday things of the past
behind and going off to something new. Just as an
adequate night's rest prepares us for the next day,
so does the annual holiday period revitalize us phy-
sical1y and mentally for the year ahead. The ideal
vacation formula includes the element of the new or
novel, an dabove all. the vacationer must enjoy do-
ing it, Don't go into debt, Careful planning will
ensure an adequate vacation on almost any budget.
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USAVE THE FOREST"
B~' H 1'01 SPENCER LEWIN
Vice-President and General \tanager Bowater's Nfld Pulp & Paper Mills, Ltd.
TH~O~~O:~;n;~~a\:t,t~:tF:~~t';~ h~;w~r:~a:or:uta~~
all the provinces as the people of Canada have become
increasingly aware of the immense economic value of
the forest resources entrusted to their care
Although I am speaking this evening on the occasion
of "Save the Forest" week in Newfoundland, I feel that
reference should be made to thc vital part the forests
of Canada, as a whole, mean to the national welfare
I say this because the forest economy of Newfoundland
is and will be vitally affected b)' Ihe forest E'C'Onomies of
the other provinCes. If we in Newfoundland do not man-
age and conserve our forests at least 8l'i efficlenti)" as ...
other parts of Canada there may easil~' come a time when
we shall find ourselves unable to compete with them in
world markets for forest products
We can, oerhaps, appreciate thk-i bt'tter if we realize
that more than half the total land area of all ten pro\'·
inces is forested and they are the source of a third of all
Canadian E:xports. Here then is a rel'iource which PQurs
our bounty to all Canadians at the rate of a quarter of
a million dollars every hour. day and night. 365 days a
year. It is a resource in which e\'eryone has a stake, and
which every Canadian should seek to conserve
Turning then IQ our own province. Those of you who
have studied the latest budget statistic:; will find that
the forest industry and, indeed, if we eliminate famib
allowances and old age pensions the earnings of thO$('
employed in the industry is some 25'10 of the total earn-
ings of all residents in the Province
The obvious conclusion to be drawn from these
statistics is that the Newfoundland for~ts arc the mOl'it
Important of her nlltural resource:; yet developed and
the economy of the Provinces will. very largely, continue
to depend for many years to come upon th(' wise usage,
preservation and protection of our forests
Well, what are we in Newfoundland dOlllg about it'
By "we" I mean every individual or organization that
hal'i a11ything to do with the forests. and that covers the
whole field from the Federal Government down to cvery
~ingle one of us as Individual.~. All <Ire involved and all
can help in the preservation and development of our far
flung woodlands. I am nQt thinkIng only of defense
against fire, allhQugh that is the most obvious and the
beSt known of all the dangers. I am thinking also of the
broader fields, the planning and development of woods
operations, the work that is done to ensure that the for-
ests reproduce themseh'es, the pre\'ention of waste, an-i
m fact 01 e\'erything that can be achieved to make sure
that future generations inherit even greater wealth in
the forests than we enjoy toda)'.
The part pla)'ed by the Federal GOH!rnment is as yet
somewhat limited, but a major development in forest
policy took place in 1949 with the passing of the Cana·
dian Forest!')· Act, which for the firSt time gave thc
.Federal Go\'ernment the authority to take an active part
in forestry across the nation. The act was made law, not
to usurp the rights of provinces over their own land, but
rather to make available to the provinces the extra
a~~istance that the central government can gh'e in any
phase of forest conservation. The heart of this act gh'es
to the Federal l\1inister of Mines and Resources the
power to "enter i-nto agreement With any province for
the proteetion. de\'elopment or utilization of forest re-
sources." Note the emphasis on the .....ord "agreement,"
The aim of the aCt is to give help where help can be use-
fUl_fire proteetion, insects and diseases, silvicultural
research, and in fact any problem thai affects the con·
:>crvation of forest reiiources or thc welfare of fores'.
industries.
,,'orest Insectory To Be Set Up
It will probably bc some time yet before the full volume
or this developmcnt becomes apparent, for it will take
time to see how the advice and assistance of government
I
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expert::; can best be used There will however shortly
be one outward manifestation here in Corner Brook of
the helD that the Federal Government has to give.
Following on the work done by the Department of Agri-
culture in the field of insect control over the lllst ten
years, :I Forest Insectory is ShOl'UV to be set up in a new
building" here in our town of Corner Brook, PerSonally I
Ilad never heard of this word "Insectory" before, but in
fact it means a labOt'atory for the hiological study of
insect life and control. This is a vital field in the pro-
ted;on of forests against loo;s. The scientists who so
p<!tiently pursue their investigatiorls year after year eilrn
well the gratitude of everyone whose livelihood Q)mes
from the woods.
)'rogressh'e I'rovinl'ial Policy
Our Provincial Government arc in much more direct
touch with forest conservations problems than the
Federal Government and quite nllturally they will al-
ways remain so. Again the work that is done by the
Provincia! Department of :vIines and Resources may not
be generally aO!Jreciated, for a great deil! of it is done
behind the scenes. The development of the birch indus-
try is well known as an important e.ndeavour of the
Provincial Government, but that is only one feUd of
many. Our government fosters experiments for the
rcclam'-ltion of waste areils, they cooperate both actively
ami financially in the organization of the Newfoundland
Forest Protection Association, they ('ontrol the cutting
on Crown limits-and that involves a very large area
of the province and in general they are always available
to h(>lp individuals or an i.ndustry that have any prob-
l( ms connected with the forests.
Paper Com)lanles CllOperate-Share Expense
Coming closer to home, the two great paper companies
clearly must and do playa leading part in the conserva-
tion of our woodlands. The forests lire their bread and
butte I , and it is the responsibility of these companies to
cn~ure that the same high standards of employment are
available for future genemtions as exist tod"y. Thllnks
to a high rlegt'ee of cooperation not only between the
two companies themselves but also hetween them and
the Provincial Government, forestry !Jolicy can be dc-
~cJoped uniformly across the whole island and event_
u.lly in Labrador. Perhaps the best known example of
tnis is the Newfoundland Forest Protection Association
PREMIER GARMENT CO.
LIMITED
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whose fire trucks and notices are such a common sight
i.n all oarts of the island. This organization is a truly
cooper~tive effort. The cost-and the costs of maintain-
ing such an organization are heavy; for the last two years
they have been close to $120,000 a year-has been 6hared
between the pDper comuDnies and the Government, and
the committee which controls its aehvities is composed
of representatives of the three organi..ations. In addition
to these three major partners a fourth-Canadian ND-
tiona I Hailways- now also shares in the cost and through
its continual care to avoid risk from its engines and
trains has done much to helu in the preservation of the
for('st. I do J10t need to em!lhasize the results achieved
by this association, for I think they are well known tl)
everyone, Thanks to the patrols which they maintain, on
tlw railways, on the highways and from the air, and the
programmes of research and education. which they
sponsor, D mDrkcd advance ill forest preservation has
bcen mDde.
In their own fields the paper companies are continu-
ally seeking bcltter ways to prevent losses, to reduce
waste and to ensure the maximum regrowth of Jjew
trecs. Their object is always so to conlrol their cutting
operations that the future inventory of timber is securc.
With the great uncct·tainties of the future insofar as the
possible ravages of nature are concerned, the losses
cnuFcd by fire, storm, insects and diseaSe, this can never
be an eXilct science. It can however always remilin -
lind indeed doc3 remain-the guiding principle on which
long term operations are planned, At the other end o[
thcil· organizations the com!Janies are always seeking
new ways to get more l)rOOuctioll from pulpwood, more
o
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ways to utilize the waste that may previously have been
considered irrecoverable
Indh'ldual J'reuutions Needed
I have tried then to describe brie-By what is being
done to conserve the forests by Go\'ernments and by the
major organizations in Newfoundland. When I asked
thc question earlier "what are we doing about it?" I wa~
thinking of a wider answer_ What are we doing about it
as individuals~ I do not want to spend too much time on
the pre<:autions that we should all as individuals take to
prevent fires in the woods. They are all matters of plain
common sense and it only requires a little thought to
avoid taking unnecessary risks. The basic principle i~
that every fire-whether it be a camp fire or a burning
match or tobacco must be left cold and dead before we
leave it and that no fire should be lit where any possi-
bility exists of it sparking into \'egetation or under-
growth. On the dry windy days of summer, which are
the source of so many fires, we should not light a fire at
all. As I have said, it i.i all a matter of thinking at all
times of the potential risk.
Apart from the risk of fire there is more that we can
do as individuals. A serious source of loss is caused by
the destruction of young trees. The cutting of a young
tree near at hand for firewood may be easier than goin;
further afield for mature wood, but it means one tree less
for the future_ The unnecessary clearance of areas of
young growth, and even casual damage, can build up to
big proportions o\"('r a long period. It is the responsibility
of us all to help new growth to maturity, and I would
only ask you to see in the young trees the children of the
greatest forests thaI will support the future.
For those whose work lies directly in the woods there
is little need to speak of these mallers. For them however
there is always an opportunity to preserve the forest by
making sure that waste is reduced to a minimum, It is
our obje<:t to make sure thai every tree cut down yields
its maximum value. The high stump that is left in th~
woods, the sticks that get left behind in the woods or in
the streamS, aU these are a loss that can never be re-
placed. And for those who use the wood the same prin-
ciple applies, that we must always make the most of
what we have.
In conclusion I would like to leave with you the
thought that our forests here in Newfoundland arc only
one part of a vast wealth that covers much of the whole
continent or North America. The problem of conserving
this wealth, in fact of developing it, so that an even great-
er volume Is available in the future, is one for every citi-
zen. As more attention is devoted to it so the scope of the
campaign is increased in size. I have told you of the part
that is played by the individual, by companies and by
the Provincial and Federal Governments, The mo\-ement
j<; now spreading acro.ss national borders and increasingl)'
o\-er the next few years we _.;hall see the two great nations
of this continent working together and treating the
problem in its broadest aspect, the full safeguarding of
the forest resources of North America from coast to
coast. E\·eryone of us has his personal responsibility in
this great endea\'our so let us then keep the forests ever-
green, and ever-growing
(Editor's Note:-The foregoing is COP)- of a radIO
address given recently by Mr. Lewin and we are glad to
print it at the beginning of our tourist season (foc aren't
we all tourists) when the danger to our forests is great.
est. No fire is safe until it is out---completel:r out.)
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I found too that our own land contains a val'iety of
romantic and rustic beauty, the charm of historic
a~sociatio/l..'. the quiet by-ways, the open sky and free
ir, the quiet drowsine~s of mid-day in summer, the
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street, but apparentl,Y the fact Ihat it h,.d travelled several
thOU$3nd mile from home made it interesting, and the
men had Jtopped ta look at it as if it could conjure up
for them IhE!' orang:- S:rO\'es or the vineyards of some far
distant clime.
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The saih we see on the ocean
Are as white as white can be,
But ne\'er a sail in the harbour
Is as white as a sail at sea
rustling whisper of the trees, and our lakes and streams,
our hills and our valleys, and the quiet fishing village6
are in their own way as enthralling as the Hanging
Gardens of the East or some Japanese gal'den filled with
e"otic blooms and quaint pergodas
The urge for the far horizons, the looking away in the
distance for romance and beauty and enchantment breeds
in us a mental attitude that debars us [rom enjoying the
beauty round about us. Too often we see only the drab
and the commonplace, while close at hand, if we onh
had eyes to see and ears to hear we would be filled with
wonder at the beauty and the music close at hand. Some
poet has said:
No, the sail in the harbour is too close, we are looking
for the flaws, we !lC'e o"lly the soiled marks on it, for-
getting that In their proper perspective they would appear
just as white and the !'hi!> just as graceful as the one we
admire in the distance.
I remember passing through a little \'iIIage on a train
some years ago and the glimpse I got of the clean white
houses with their red roofs, the gardens with nowers in
bloom and the ouiet streets made a charming picture,
but doubtless had I been looking for the commonplace
and the ugly I could have found them there as elsewhere,
but instead I got a picture of ..;atisfying beauty that has
remained with me through the years
Today the motor car and the airplane, filling the
craving for specd and more speed, are taking something
out of our lives and we are full of restlessness, craving
c"citeme.nt, movement. We seem to be losing the capacity
to pause 10 cnjoy things, to sit and think and sometimes
just sit, A glance lind we cheCk it of[ in our guide book
and rush on to the ne"t thing. James Oliver Curwood
says in one of his books that we seek n simple thing and
eanllot find it. We are seeking rest and faith and under-
standing, we seck and seck [lnd seck and only when the
.spirit is about to depart the answer comes: "For that
which you sought you looked too far. Close at hand, under
your feet a"ld close over :four head mi'!ht you havc found
it:· And this is true,
By WANDERER
The
Lure
Of Far
Horizons
The thoul{ht that struck me was that these men, most
of whom probably owned a car, and had been drh'ing
up and down the countryside, could feel the lure of far
horizons and the enchantment that di.stance lends to
anything, and they had probably missed the beauty that
W3j all about them il1 their own land-the beauty of the
lilacs in bloom, of the wayside flowers, of Ihe hills and
SlrCamj of their own locality, They apparently did not
rcalizl" that the sun shines as brightly-if not so hot-
th£> fra2rance of the flowers is just as sweet and the
:;cau~i('~ of n3tul'e equally as enthralling as in those
place.'! where the grass looks greener.
I havC' found myself boasting at times that I tl'avelled
11,000 miles last year in my car but r did not mention
Cat r had not been more than 200 miles in any direction
from my home, and where-ever I went I found that the
mOre I ('xplorcd my ncar SUl'I'oundiJlgs the more of beauty
.. nd natur;ll loveliness was there.
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Newfoundland Histori-:al Society
Holds Annua! Meeting
At the Annual !'I-1ceting of the Newfoundland His-
torical Society held in thc Board of Trade Rooms on May
22, the following oHicers and COU.:lci! were elected:
President, R. S. Furlong, Q.C.; Vice·President, Rev.
Canon J. A. Meaden, Queen's College; Secretary, H.
Newell; Treasurer, Arch. Munn. Council: Rupert Bartlett,
L. E. F. English, D.B.E., Edward Foran, Prof. A. M.
Fraser, W. Goodridge, M. F. Harrington, JaM J. Higgins,
C. E. A. Jeffrey, D.B.E.; Prof. M. Morgan, A. B. Perlin.
Reports of the President, Treasurer and Council were
read and adopted and plans were made to invite Canon
Richards to address a public meeting early in June.
After some discussion the Council was directed to in-
vestigate the possibility of preserving certain old historic
buildings, not merely because of their antiquity, but
because of historic or architectural a'sotiation. Particular
mention was made of an old house at Trinity.
Mr. C. E. A. Jeffrey, who is a member of the Historic
Sites and Monuments Board of Ca.nada, gave a brief
outline of the work of the Board with particular reference
to what was proposed for Newfoundland, and in this
connection he outlined his proposal to the Board regard-
ing the marking of Cape Bonavista as being the landfall
of John Cabot. He mentioned the claim of Nova Scotia in
this regard which brought on 11 short discussion of the
matter.
Two convincing arguments in favour of Bonavista
were put forward, one by Mr. Jeffrey, that according to
authentic record, Cabot in his voyage sailed well within
the 48th paralJel of latitude which would bring him at
least 200 miles north of the spot daimed by Nova Scotia
to have been the landfall. He also referred to the
"spurious" map purporting to have been made by Se-
bastian Cahot, which was only discovered in comparative-
ly recent ycars, and which, according 10 Bishop Howley
who had examined it, did not anywhere bear the signa-
ture of Sebastian Cabot, but it had pasted on it a state-
ment that it had been prepared by Sebastian Cabot.
The other argumcnt, put forward by MI'. Arch Munn,
wa., from the point of view of tradition. Mr. i>'un..n pointed
out t'lat for ilbout three hundred years both tradition and
llll authentic records recognized Cape Bonavista as the
landfall of Cabot, and it was not until this "spurious"
tr.ap wa, ··discovered" that any question was raised in
this connection. Mr. Munn suggested thilt even if the map
had bcen orenared by Sebastian Cabot, he may have
made it (a-ftc; his fllther's death), in order to secure for
him~elf the credit for discovery of the mainland of North
America.
Mr. Jeffrey submitted an inscription he had pre-
pared for such a site. and he hoped he would be able to
get the Board to llccept it.
The President announced that the editor of the
Newfoundland Quarterly had offered the use of its
columns to further the aims and work of the society, after
which the meeting was ildjourned.
WRINKLE REMOVERS
One of the witnesses at a royal commission in-
quiring into a case of alleged bribery in an election
stated that he had re~eived $25 to vote Conservative
and in cross examination it was elicited that he had
also received $25 to vote Liberal.
The Judge, in amazement. repeated:
"You say you received $25 to vote Conserva-
tive?"
"Yes, my lord."
"And you also received $25 to vote Liberal?"
"Yes, my lord."
"And for whom did you vote at the finish?"
asked the astonished judge.
The witness with injured dignity in every line
of his face, answered with great earnestness: "I voted,
my lord, according to my conscience!"
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The first occasion when she was appointed a Coun-
sellor of State was in July 1944 when the King visited
the forces in Italy.
July 16. 1917 she was created a Burgess of Edinburgh.
She accompanied the King. Queen and Princess
Margaret on a state visit to the Union of South
Africa in the early months of 1947. and celebrated her
twenty-first birthday at Capetown.
Married Philip of Greece. November 20. 1947. They
are both descended from Queen Victoria.
One of her first official home duties was at the
launching of the liner "Caronia" on Clydesbank in
the summer of 1948.
On April 12. 1948, she attended the unveiling of a
memorial to Franklin D. Roosevelt in Grosvenor
Square, London.
In May of this same year she and Philip paid an
unofficial visit to Paris and were received with
enthusiasm by the French people
December 1950 paid an informal visit to Greece as
guests of the King and Queen of the Hellenes.
April 1951 she and her husband went to Rome for a
two-week private visit during which they were
received by Pope Pius XII.
Left by air in October 1951 for a tour of Canada.
Visited Newfoundland en route.
Flew to Washington, October 31, 1951 for a brief
visit with President and Mrs. Truman at Blair House,
as part of their Canadia ntrip.
About this time she was made a member of the
Council of State, which was to relieve the King of
many of his formal duties.
At Kenya. Africa, she with her husband, who were
to go to Australia and New Zealand, learned of the
death of her father, February 6, 1952.
She returned by air to London and took the oath
of accession as Queen Elizabeth II on February 8,
1952.
LANDMARKS IN THE LIFE OF ELIZABETH
By OR. ROBERT SAUNDERS. j.O., Ph.D.
Born April 21. 1926.
Baptized at Buckingham Palace five weeks later.
Educated by a Governess-Miss Marion Crawford-
a young Scottish woman.
Elizabeth's carefree days ended in 1936 when she
became heiress presumptive to the Throne.
On October 13, 1940, she left the safety of Windsor
Castle to come to London and make her first broad-
cast from a room in Buckingham Palace.
Enrolled in the Auxiliary Territorial Service in 1944
and commissioned with the rank of Junior Com-
mander.
Like the first Elizabeth, she came to the Throne
when she was 25 years old. Both were practically
the same age of accession.
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Treasure Under The Atlantic
WABANA IRON DEPOSITS I BILLION TONS
THEL:~:a~:~i~a:P:~e:ftoV;~C~;:t:~s::a:~e~e:t;~
the Wabana Mines on Bell Island, Newfoundland,
already within its confines ont' of the largest iron ore
deposits in the world. C. M. Anson. Vice-President
Gnd General Manager of Dominion Iron and Steel
Limitt'd. told the Engineering Institute of Canada in
Halifax.
Under the title "Treasure Under the Atlantic".
Mr. Anson outlined the nature of the deposits and
other- details of the current mechanization program
in th(' 55-year-old property. "Completion of the new
installations", he said. "will incresS(' capacity of the
mine from 1.680.000 tons per year to 3,000.000 tons.
Facilities will provide fOT much larger output should
it ~ desired".
The Wabana Iron Ore Mines of the Dominion
St~1 and Coal Corporation, Limited is not only the
world's largest submarin~ deposit but is believed to
~ the only submarine iron ore mine in the world.
Consulting geologists and company engineers estimate
workable deposits contain from 3 1 1 to 4 billion tons
within five miles of th~ Island.
"Even Labrador will have to prov~ up far more
ore than thus far revealed to approach in immensity
this deposit situated under th~ floor of the Atlantic
Ocean off Canada's most eastern shores".
Located in Conception Bay on the north·east
coast of Newfoundland, 400 sea miles from the
corporation's primary steel producing plant at Syd-
ney. NOV3 Scotia. the Waban a mines employ about
2,000 men. Current operations are conducted about
1.000 feet below the ocean floor and beneath 340 feet
of salt water. The deposits occur in a series of beds
and the reddish-brown ore is classed as Hematite.
Of the 12 or mor~ distinct ore beds which made up
the deposit three-called the Dominion or Lower bed,
the Scotia or Middle bed and th~ Upper bed-are of
workable height. The Dominion varies in height
from 5 to 30 fect. The Scotia bed, lying 240 feet
above and the Upper bed. another 60 feet closer to
the surfac~, carry workable ore varying from 5 to 13
feet in thickness.
WORLD'S LARGI-:ST CO;\lVEVOR BELT LL~E
A feature of th~ recent mechanization program
was UU~ installation of a conv~yor helt line-the
world's longest of its kind-which can move more
than 1,000 tons of iron ore to the surface every hour.
Only 22 minutes are required for the ore to travel
from the feeder under No.3 storage pocket up the
main slope conveyor belt to the surface. From here
it moves to shipping piers by a surface truck system.
The company takes particular pride in the fact
that t..'1e ffl!:ire projet:t was planned, designed and
installed by Canadian firms, on a Canadian property
oW;lec:! by the largest industrial enterprise in Canada.
the Dominion Ste~1 and Coal Corporation, Limited.
Avalon Is Calling
By SIR CAVENDISH BOYLE. K.C.M.G.
Author of the "Ode to Newfoundland"
Avalon is calling you, calling o'cr the main.
Sons of Terra Nova, shall she call in vain?
Dwellers in the new land gather to her shore,
Gather in the Old Land. th~ Homeland loved of yore.
All her strand shines golden 'neath the summer sheen,
All her hills show purple, all her fields are green,
All her woodland song-birds chant in joyous strain_
To Avalon. to Avalon. welcome home again!
FI~cy clouds are sw«ping round the azure bowl,
Bays respond sonorous to Atlantic's tidal roll;
Newfoundland is calling. calling 'cross the main,
Children in the far lands. must she call in vain?
Belle Isle's northern foreland, Fortune's southern bay,
Humber's winding river. where the leaping salmon
play:
Western shore-built hamlet. forest. lake and plain
Join in kindred chorus, come to us again.
Avalon's heart lies open. will you say her nay?
Where she bids you welcome. will you stay away?
Newfoundland is calling, calling o'er the main,
Sons of Terra Nova, can her call be vain?
Children though you leave her, far away to roam,
Al! your tenderest yearnings point you back to home:
All her voices echo, echo one refrain:
Newfoundland is calling, "WeIcom~ Home Again."
. .
(Editor's Note;-The above poem was dedicated to
Hon. E. P. Morris, K.C., LL.D., afterwards Lord
Morris. who was President of the Welcome Committee
for Old Home Week in 1904. We publish it now in
the hope that ex-patriate Newfoundlanders may
hear the call of Home this year and thal some of our
Newfoundland Clubs and Associations abroad will
llrrange another Old Home Week this year, greater
even than the one in 1904.)
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Memory
Memory is a tapestry
That drapes from ceiling to the floor
And frames a gentle atmosphere
Where sunbeams dance across the door.
Though there are splotches of dull gray
That thread the rainbow hues athwart:
Enchanting dreams splash ocer all
To move the reminiscing heart.
-VIOLA GARDNER.
A Waiting Game
By NA'PHAN M. LEVY
Ah, when I courted lovely Kate,
A maid as sweet as sweet could be;
She stood beside the garden gate,
And, eager, she awaited me.
But now, we're wed, and if, mayhap,
I wander home in hours wee,
With poker, rolli.ng l>in, or strap
She waits for me, she wait.~ for me!
Let the dawn of morning be to you as the be-
ginning of life, and every setting sun be to you as its
close; then let everyone of those short lives leave
its sure record of some kindly thing done for others,
some goodly strength or knowledge gained for your~
self.-John Ruskin.
That man may last but never lives
Who much receives. but nothing gives.
We regret we inadvertently omitted credit for
the poem "April" on page 8 March issue. It was
written by Elizabeth Ball.
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1135·1154
STEPHEN gained the throne over the claim of ;\1alilda,daughter or Henry II whom Stephen had previously
recognized as heiress to the throne. Impetuous, unstable,
though frank and generous of JHlture. he was unequal to
the task or ruling England
Matilda, supported by the powerful Earl Robert of
Gloucester, asserted her claim to the throne and civil
war on a scale never before known in England swept
through the land. During the J1inteen years of Stephen's
reign the rival armies ravaged the country bringing
suffering, famine, and pestilence to the throne. For a
brief period in 1141 Stephen actually lost the throne and
became the prisoner of Matilda who reigned for six
mo.:lths before fortune changed hands again.
Finally, in 1153, Stephen, who was blocked by the
Church from n8mlllg hl; son as heir to ~he crown. wa.1
persuaded by Theobald, Archbishop of Canterbury, to
acknowledge Matilda's son. Henry, as his successor In
1154 Stephen died and, with the accession of Henry,
Enaland was de!i\'ered from anarch)'
1ft STEPHEN
1087.1100
FA~~f~~I~~s ::wno~ ::sW~:~::i~st:i;:~~:~~~;:aa~t:~
the Conqueror's death, Powerful, ruthless, and energetic,
he was at first guided by a wise counsellor, Bishop Lan-
franc at Canterbury, and ruled with firmness and justice.
After Lanfranc's death, two years latpr, Rufus turned to
the infamous t'lambard and the remaining years of his
rule were marred by cruelty and heavy and unjust
taxation.
During his reign, William succeeded in putling down
a number of uprisings or powerful and ambitious barons
and he also embarked on the first conquest of Wales.
The buildL'lg of great castles continued throughout the
period. A notable event was aJ.so the First Crusade to the
Holy Land, led by his brother Robert.
William was killed by an arrow, either by accident or
design, in 1100 while hunting in the New Forest. He was
succeeded by his brother, Henry, fourth son of William
the Conqueror.
• WILLIAM \I (Rufus)
WILLIAM I The Conqueror 1Q66..1 087 marryl"lg Edith. daughter of :\1alcolm, King of &otland
Through hi.s Queen's mother, the monarchy to thi.s dal
WI~~~~~=;::nw~~:~t'O;~~:I:~dDU~:a:o~ ~~g~rac;Oi~~~~:~~~ ~~~;:r~di~~el:~:·~t c:a;~a~~~
.strength and purpose, a wise statesman * name to Maud, or ~latilda
and a great soldier, he led the nation for Henry pro\·ed himself a capable general
twenty-one yean and the event!; of his an:! sucreeded in making hi.s power felt
reign had important influence on the _ In ::-Jormand)· as well as in England. On
course of England's history. Begun in tur- - hi. acceuion he replaced the infamous
bulen~, the first .five years of William's Flambard with the good Bishop Anselm
~f:at~~eh~~:':~O~~ 0 ~~ ~ :~~ ~~~C~stla:~ :~
ruler, Under his strong '-- ....... • mukcd b)' the issuance
hand the latter sixteen of the (irsL "Charter" or
yean were peaceful and promISe
prosperous. Henry's reign was sad-
In this era beean a dened by a great per-
great activity In the sonal tragedy that has
building of the fortress- come down to us in ballad
castles all over England and song. Returning to
by which the Normans England after a campaign
mai.!ltained their sway in Normandy, his only
One of the most famous of these, the Tower of London. son, PrinC(> Wilham, was drowned when '·The White
thrust Its rugged battlements up over the bank.> of th.. Ship" struck a rock and went down with all on board. It
Thames and became royal residence. The construction o( is said that after this tragedy, Hcnr~' never smiled again
many cathedrals was also starled during William's reign Henry died in 1135 of a fever contracted, so the early
On his death-bed in Rauen, in 1087, William the Con- records state, from eating "1I!1 excess of lampre)'s.'· He
Quercr chose his third son, William Rufus, to succeed was succeedcd by Stephen, grandson of William the
him on the throne of England. To his eldest son, Robert, Conqueror
he left his Norman domains.
HENRY I (Beouclerk) llQO.1135 HENRY II (First of the Plantagenets)1154·11B9
SE~O~:~ ;:u~t,~~:t700u~~::r:rlet:r~:e:ar:l~~h::m~ W~:=a~ :~~e~Ii;:::- a~:u:'ne:~e~~lIt~ =,~~~ t;a;ed7~
thing of his father's strength of will and determination ately to restore to Ena1and the stability it had known
Born in Ene1and, he delighted his EngU.,sh subjects by under Henry I An excellent administrator, he establish-
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If.), RICHARD r (Coeur de lion) 1189-1199
TYRANNY, cowardice, and sloth have become synony-
mous with the reign or John who was probably
England's worst king. Handsome, well-educated, and of
great ability, though weak and with little character,
John's misdeeds or cruelty and dishonesty alienated all
sections or the people and finally resulted in the barons
forcing him to sign the famous Magna Carta, one of the
great foundations of our civil liberties.
During his reign, John quarrelled with the Pope over
the appointment of a royal favourite as Archbishop of
Canterbury and for a period the country was placed under
the famous "Papal Interdict" whlle the King was ex~
COmmunicated.
After the signing of the Magna Carta, the crown was
placed under the control of an olig;lrc"'ical and the result
ONE of the most romantic characters to hold the throneof England, Richard Coeur de Lion was engaged
almost throughout his reign with the Crusades to the
Holy L:lnd and in wars on the continent of Europe. It is
a tribute to his father's wise statesmanship that England
was sufficiently stable to enable him to spend mosl or
hie; reign abroad. The good. laws and administration set
up by Henry II l'eally governed the country through a
r~gency appointed by Richal'd.
An excellent soldier and an experienced and astute
general, Richard found his natural occupation in war,
His long campaigns were a severe strain on the resources
of England but this was largely mitigated by the wise
policies of his <lble administrator, Hubert Walter.
Tn 1199, Richflrd died from a wound received during
the seige of a castle neal' Limoges in Fr<lnce, According
to legend, he died pardoning his slayer though his wishes
were not respected and the man was put to death.
Richard was entombed <It his father's feet in the church
at Fontenvrault in France. He W<lS succeeded by John,
last surviving SOn of Henry II.
cd law courts, moderated taxes, a.nd the peace he
imposed made the country prosperous and himself
increasingly popular thl1)ughout his reign.
Unfortunately, in restoring to the throne the prerogn-
lives and territories that Stephen had bartered away in
return for support during the long struggle for power,
Henry incurred the opposition of the Church. The issue
soon became a personal one between Henry and Thomas
a Becket, Archbishop o! Canterbury. Impatient words
of the King led to Becket's murder by several of Henry's
followers, though Henry cannot be held responsible for
the crime, His invasion of Ireland, so momentous tor the
future relationship of England with that country, was
planned as a pretext to put himself beyond the reach
of the Pope's censure,
The latter years of Henry's reign were marred by
quarrels with his sons who conspirl:'d with his queen,
Eleanor of Aquitaine, against his rule. With his stern
hand he managed to suppress their revolts and also to
keep the powerful barons under control
Henry died in 1189, a good. king and a respected ad-
ministratol'. To his son, Richard, he left a stable and
prosperous England.
1216-1272
1307-1327
1272-1307
.. EDWARD I
was a civil war in which the barons were supported by
Louis of France who had ambitions to conquer
England.
John died in 1216 leaving a torn and distraught E.ng-
l<lnd, yet an England whose people had succeeded in
gaining liberties signed and guarantf'ed by the Crown,
John was succeeded by his soo Henry.
HE~u~~n~I~i:S~~~~;~yt:erct:;~~: h:~d~~eb;g~heO~a~;n:~
Pembroke governed England. When Henry was twenty,
he began to rule in his own .name but for some time re-
mained under the influence and direction or his
justiciar, Hubert de Burgh. His advisors continued as his
private council and it was at this time that the term
"Privy Council" had its origin.
Cultivated and of an artistic nature, Henry had man'{
good qualities though he lacked strength of character
a.nd was too dependent on others. Throughout his reign,
he was opposed by the powerful barons and, while little
good can be said of Henry's inept rule, it is true that
during the period, largely due to the efforts of Simon de
Montfort, Earl of Leicester, the rights and liberties of
the people were extended.
The first BritiSh parliament; the beginning of the
present fabric of Westminster Abbey; the influx of the
Fl'anciscan friars, among whom was Roger Bacon, were
important events during Henry's long reign.
Civil war broke out in the latter years of Henry's reign
and, when Henry died in 1272, fifty-six years after his
accession, England was in a troubled state. His son,
Edward, who was then on a Crusade, succeeded him.
.. HENRY III
PH~S~a~\~:a::bl~n~f \af~~~~e a:~~~~:a~::i:u~~w:~:
was interested only in enjoying himself. Weak and with
little confidence, he was always in the hands or his fav-
STABILITY and peace from civil strife and discordwere restored after the accession of Edward 1. Up-
right, strong, and courageous, he ruled justly and well
and is counted among England's greatest and best-loved
monarchs. His institution of the "Model Parliament" in
which both lords and commons were represented, so
called because it was the model for all subsequent par-
liaments, was one of the most noteworthy and far-reach-
ing events of his reign.
Edward was occupied during his whole reign with
campaigns to safeguard lind extend his realm. Wales
was at long last subdued and Edward granted to her as
the first Prince of Wales his own Welsh-born son, Suc-
ccssive campaigns against Scotland were partially suc-
cessful but he never did manage to put an end to Scottish
resistance. By warfare and diplomacy, Edward succeeded
in checking French ambitions as far as England was
concerned.
When Edward died in 1307 during a campaign against
thc Scottish King Robert Bruce, England was stable,
prosperous, and secure against her enemies.
., EDWARD II
1199-1216~ JOHN
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ourites, all or whom used their mfluence over the king
for their own ~elrish advantage. The first of these, the
infamous Pierli GravC$ton, u:ed his power tor evil and
the country suffered ,rricvously. Ci\"il war broke out as
the barons rose again -t Gra\"cston aOla the latter wa:>
finally slain. For the rest of Edward's reign, misrule and
strire undid all or the good work of Edward 1. Scotland
rese again under Robert Bruce and defeated Edward'li
army completely at Bannockburn.
Finally, Edward's queen, Isabella of France, turned
again.c:t tim. She joined with Roger Mortimer, one of the
barons opposed to the king, and forced Edward to abdi-
cate in 1327. Later in the same year he was murdered.
In the name of his fifteen-year-old son, who was pro-
claimed Ed.....ard II, Isabella and Mortimer ruled England
until 1330
HENRY IV (Fir~t of the lanca~trian~)
1399_1413
TH:ns~~~I:a:~:~~fC~~i~ ~~r;l:p~~in~:~~yS:labnr;u:~
Wales were tinally put down with firmness and d~i~ion
by Hc.nry who brought peace and stability again to the
country.
A strong king, Henry ruled well. on the whole, but was
hampered throughout his reign by being unable to rely
on his supporters outside of his family. Throughout th
period. the king's need of popular support put the
commons in a strong bargaining position a.nd extended
its powers.
Henry died in 1413 and was suttcedcd by his SOl
Henry, Shakespeare's "Prince Hal:' who became Henry
V.
EDWARD UI 1327-1377
A~:::ar:C~~~ a~~gh' infO~:::r~0;~:;;ed~h:e13;~~7~
wresting ("(Introl trom Mortimer who was beheaded. A
strong and determined ruler, Edward strove hard to re-
establish the stability and greatness that England had
enjoyed under Edward I and, in spIte of almost ceaseless
foreign wars, he succeeded largely in his eHorts. Kindly,
liberal, good-tempered, a.nd easy of acc6"s. he was a good
king and his rule increased the import.. nce of the voice
of the people in government
First of the English kings to assert a claim to th'~
throne of France, Edward, with the help of his famous
son, Edward, "The Black Prince," scored many victories
over the French during his reign. HIS accession marked
thc beginnini of thc so-callcd "Hundred Years War," A
magnificent knight and military leader, Ed",>ard found
in war the fulfilment of his chief ambitioIllS.
He dicd in 1377, olle year after the death of his SOIl,
"The Black Prince." He was succeeded by his grandson,
Richard.
RICHARD II was only ele\·cn years of age when heascended thc throne. Duc to his minority, the gov-
crnment was carried out by a regency council appointed
by Parliament but it proved unequal to the task. War
with France, thc "Black Death," and the rivalry of his
uncles troubled the early )'ears of his reign. The Peasants'
Rcvolt. under Wat Tyler, brought things to a head in
1381 and, when the r(>beL; took control of London, it was
the boy-king who fearlessl.'" temporized with the mob
and saved the situation
From this point, the precocious Richard began to assert
him~cJf He put a ch~k on his ambitious uncles and
ruled for some years constitutionall.r lind weU. However,
po\l;er sccme1 to go to his head and, in 1397, he suddenl)'
exiled or executed his enemies and e\'en his friends, and
established ab~olute rule
In 1399. whit!" Richard was in Ireland, the exiled Henry
of Bolingbrokt:, Duke of Hereford, landed at Ravenspur
and a1most Without opposition took over England.
Richard, hurr)'ing back to save his kingdom, was cap-
tured and forced to abdicate in fa\'our of Henry. He
died, or was murdered, in 14()() while Henry's prisoner.
Henry's great achicvements were made in the short
space of nine years at the cnd of which he was not ouly
king of England but also regent of France. His death,
at the age of thirty-five, cut short a reign of brilliance
which was limited only by its bre\"ity. His successor was
his son, Henry, who was just ten months old.
ONaESC:~dt:: t~~~~~tn:fatt~~e::i:;\~~;:;~:;X~:~~d:
a brilliant soldier and skilled statesman. Internally, his
rule was far-sighted and constructive and his ideal was
that of a strong central government supported by parlia-
ment. Abroad, his military victories were dazzling and
his conquest of France made him one of the most power-
ful monarchs in Christendom.
1422-1461
1413-1422HENRY V
it, HENRY VI
HENRY VI was the most unfortunate of monarchs,Honest and well-meaning, he was so trusting that
anyone could intlucllce him and so faithful that he could
not desert his friends even when thev betrayed him. His
long minority, during which as child-king he did as he
was told. was responsible for much of his difficulty.
At first. the Duke of Bedford was made guardian of
the young king and protector of the realm. He was a
wise and gOOd ruler but he also had to serve as regent of
France and during his long absences in that country his
brother. the Duke of Gloucester, made trouble for him
at home and abroad. Added to duplicity at home. French
nationalism. stirred and symbolized by Joan of Arc, rose
again and the English were steadily pushed-out ot the
territories wan by Henry V. The climax came with the
death of Bedford in 1435 and the king fell into the handS
of a series ot incompetent adyisors. Filtcen )'ears of ..... Il.r
on the continent resulted in the loss of the French
provinces and growing disorder at home.
The struggle for power finally resulted in open ch 11
war between the Lancastrians and the Yorkists _ the
Wars of the Roses-and Henry was defeated, captured,
and forced to abdicate in favour of Edward of York
Hcnr)" was murdered in 1471.
1377-1399f:t RICHARD II
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of Henry·s reign were troubled by a number of Yorklst
conspiracies, these lacked authority and support and hf'
had little diUiculty in handling them.
This period was noticeable for its many New World
discoveries and exploration.'! by such famous persons as
Christopher Columbus, John and Sebastian Cabot. The
names of John and sebastian Cabot have become house-
hold words in Canada due to their exploration of her
coast and inland waterways.
By skilIul diplomacy, Henry succeeded in maintaining
peace at home and abroad and trade nourished. He
replenished the treasury, not without severe taxation,
und before he diC!d was undoubtenly the richest king in
Christendom. Among his lasting works was the mag-
nificent chapel in Westminster Abbey that bears his
name and where he is entombed
Henry VII died in 1509. and was succeeded by hi~ son,
Henry.
EDWARD IV (First of the Yorkists)
1461_1483
EDWARD gained the throne in the m.idst of furious,'\11 war. Dlwrder and strife with consequent
'!' llnJ: of the population, continued for the first teu
c,,' o,r his reign.
In 1470, an uprbing of the Lancastrians under Henry
\'1' qUt'en, Margaret, and the Earl of War-wick forced
Edward to seek refuge in Holland. With the assistance
01 th' Duke of Burgundy, Edward and his brother Richard
landed in Englfllld the rollowlng year and rC'OOvered the
thnllll-'
Aft('r this long and stormy phase of the Wars of the
RO$l's. peace returned again and England slowly began
to ~ver. Gradually the country became prosperou.5
nd trade nourished. During this period, William Claxton
nlroduced the printing press into England.
Edw.lrd IV died III 1483, leaving two little sons, Edward
aged thirteen. and Richard aged ten. For a brief sixty
day Edward became king. lit HENRY VIII
I ' . ~
1509·1547
HENRY VII (First of the Tudors)
1485·1509
HF~~~~s ~~tw:;tsa ::r::C~n~~~gCat~:bl~h=:ar~.~~ O:~
arflale to Elizabeth of York, eldest daughter of Edwarrt
IV, then'by uniting the two great rival houses of Lan-
e, ter and York. This brought the terrible period Of the
War of the Ros("$ to a close Although the early years
AL:~~a~~nf::~l~~~ro;::~is~:~ ::e~heb:~~:::;
Of hIS nephews, he proved 8 load king during his brief
reiJ!1l Among his positive contributions were good laws
for the protection of trade a~ld commerce; the institution
of the first English consulate in a foreign land; the first
Royal Mail sYi>tem; and the promotion of printing fllld
sale of books
RIC ard·s reign came to a sudden end when his rival
the eXIled Henry Tudor, landed l'l England at the head
fan rmy. In the ensuing Battle of Bollworth Richard
• feilted and killed and Henry, first of the Tudor
rr Ire., took the throne
ED;:~=~b~t ~~: :e:la~:~Sh~~gJi:~~h~:te~:~,o~f~~;
aCl.' ion. evidence came to light that Edward IV had
bee'l bigamously married to Elizabeth, the mother of the
boy-king. This evidence invalidated Edward V·s claim
to the throne and uncle Richard. Duke Of Gloucester,
ascl'nd('d the throne as Richard III.
Edward V and his younger brother, Richard. Duke of
York. were lodged in the Tower of London and, appar_
ent!)·, I'oere sub:-iequentJy murdered. According to Sir
Thoma.'! :\1ore who wrote of the event some twenty years
lah.'T their murder was at the order of their uncle.
Ri -h.. rd III. Other historians since More's day have
produced evidence that would seem to make at least
duubtrul Richard's responsibility for the murder of the
bo~'s
EDWARD V
RICHARD II
April to June, 1483
1483·1485
LO~~~eta~,I~,;f r.::;'~~"1iSa:r~:t~at:~~hB~~~t ~~~
equally well have been uttered by Henry VIII. One of
the most gifted and powerful despots of all time. Henry.
unlike most dictators, succeeded in practising his des-
pOtism under constitutional authority. The subtlety and
skill with which he twisted the laws to his own ends are
unsurpassed.
HC!nry, a gHted scholar, linguist, musician, and athlele,
at first took very little interest in politics. lie lefl control
of affairs in the hands of his ministers of whom the
greatest was Cardinal Wolsey. During this phase Henry's
first interest in matters other than nil; own amusement
was the navy and he showed considerable ability,
judgment, and energy in his work to make the fleet an
eHiclent and effective- we::.pon
However, Henry was a keen competitor tlnd unable to
play second riddle to anyone for long. At the lime, the
Emperol' Charles V of the Holy Roman Empire and
Francis I or France were the leading figures in Europe
Soon Henry, jealous of their fame. entered the field in
an effort to outshine them in international politics. At
home, he swiftly took affairs under his own control
Wolsey's failure to secure from the Pope a divorce for
the king from Cat:lerine of Aragon led to his do.... nfall
and Henry became the .;upreme master of the realm.
After Wolsey's execution, Henry abolished papal juris-
diction in religious maUers over England and made the
Church of England n purely national body.
To list the accomplishments of Henry VII would re-
quire far more space thllll is a\'ailable here. The hand of
the King was everywhere. Under that hand. lurid and
flamboyant as It was, the state prospered, progressed
out of mediaeval feudalism, and became a great power
To strengthen his control over the Church, he enhanced
and extended the authorit,Y of parliament, widened
represC!ntation and, although he certal'lly could nOl have
foreseen it, pavCld the way for the constitutionnl mon-
archy that was to come under later monarchs. Without
his foundation of England's maritime power, the great
naval victories and colonial expansion of the Elizabethan
era would have been imposllible
Henry died in 15H and ....as buried at Windsor. He
was succeeded by Edward, his only son by his third wife,
Jane Seymour
Our Gracious Queen p:eturro during a happy moment
at a State dinner Ln Ottawa, 1951.
The Queen, as Princess Elizabeth, take~ part in a typical
Canadian square dana! during her Canadian lour.
A H' p ~' pict.Jrc If Queen Elizabeth "riving in the Slate This picture wa~ laken in 1948 on the ocrasion of the
Co:J.ch to IhE' opening or Parliament, 1952. Christening of Prince C~arles.
The Wedding Day picture of .he Queen and the Duke 01 The su()reme moment during the Coronation servic~
E:1inburgh in 19-17. w!':.en the Archbishop of Canterbury holds aloft St
Edward's Crown
TH~ REGALIA_The Royal Sceptre, with 516-carat dla'11ond; thc Orb, symbol of the Earth domlMltcd by
C.lrlstianJly; St. Ed'Nard's Crown, u~ed since 1661; Im)crial Statc Crown, used on State OccasiOlls; Jewelled
!j\\o:d of Slate, symholizina military Dower at the Chll"ch's service; Ampulla and Spoon, u.'ed in the A'loinlmg
The holy oil is poured from the beak into the Spoon. The Ring and Spurs arc 110t shown.
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to occupy it. Embittered and humiliated during her
childhood and girlhood by events which she hardly
understood and over which she had no control, she was
separated from her mother and suffered many indignities
at the hands of her father. As a queen she meant well
but only succeeded in gaining the hatred of her subjects;
and as a wife she was slighted by he,- husband.
Although known unjustly as "Bloody Mary" because
of the religious persecution carried out in her name
during her reign, Mary was not cruel or vindictive by
.. FRAIL child, Edward VI was only nine yeaN; old
when he ascended the throne. As was invariably the
case when the reigning monarch was a minor he im-
mediately became a pawn of selfish interests seeking to
gain control over the country. The most powerful faction,
headed by the Duke of Northumberland, soon took
matters into its hands and throughout Edward's short
reign, NOl"thumberiand was the real ruler of England.
Edward died of consumption in 1553 at the age of
fifteen leaving a will, contrived by Northumberland,
which designated Lady Jane Grey and her male heirs
to succeed him. This was in contradiction to Henry VIII'~
Act of Succession which stated that in the event of
Edward's reign not producing an heir, the throne was to
go to the eldest of his daughters. Despite intrigue and civil
war, Northumberland was unable to place Lady Jaw~
Grey on the throne and Mary, daughter of Henry VIII
and Catherine of Aragon, became Queen of England and
Ireland,
THERE was little in the early days of Elizabeth's reignthat would have led anyone to expect that her
accession to the throne would usher in one of the golden
ages in England's history. The realm was torn with re~
ligious strife; national pride was at a low ebb; nnd tht'
crown had never been held in lower esteem.
Unlike Mary, Elizabeth, whose earlier years were
hardly more secure, had developed in adversity 11
shrewdness and a soundneSli of judgment well beyond
her years. Avoiding intrigue, she came to the throne at
twenty~five years of age, free of dangerous entnngle-
menls and soon showed the stl'ength of character and
subtlety that were to make: hel' one of England's greatest
monarchs. As a Protestant she restored the Church to
nature and desired only good for her people. The
clemency with which she treated those who had taken
up arms against her in the early days of her reign wa"
remarkable. A devout Roman Catholic, one of her first
acts" was to restore the papacy to its religious pre~emin~
ence over England. With this restoration, the old laws
against heresy went into effect again and were applied
with great cruelty throughout the country.
Mary was without wise guidance and her insistence on
marrying Philip of Spain, against the wishes of her
people, increased her unpopularity and threatened to
throw England into the hands of powerful Spain. An
unpopular war with France was one of the first results
of that unhappy connection and in that war Calais, an
English l)Ossession for more than two hundred years, was
lost.
Mary died in 1558 after a thoroughly unhappy life and
was succeeded by her half-sister Eli7.abeth, dnughter of
Henry VlII and Anne Boleyn.
1558.1603• ELIZABETH r
1553.1558
1547.15~
• MARY r
e EDWARD VI
Progress of Queen Elizabeth J to London lor her Coronation.
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JAMES I (First of the Stuarts) 1603-1625
THE frui~ Of. hi. fath~r's policy of double dealing
I iJt'n('(f dunng the reign of Charles I. A good father
a kindly and relillious man, Charles, as king, was
llCapable of dealing directly with anyone on any matter
and his ('(>ocept of .. the craft of kingship" was his un-
o ng Alre.,dy irritated with James's habit of breaking
iUs pro lses, the people were not prepared to put up
UNC~~f~i::1 i~a~~:~~:~~t~:en~::;an~esi~cl~::e ~:
the Enl'(lish throne after )'ears of successful rule as James
VI of S('otland. With his accession the Kingdoms o{
saotl,llld nnd England were truly united, though the
govcrnments or the two countries remained separate.
In hill 'l,lti\'e land JAmes had succeeded in establishing
a tron~ {'('ntr,ll government and had reduced the feudal
b,uonag!' to obedience, As a ruler of England he was
10<~ succ!'lIsfuL He had little understanding of the people,
and his methods---thc traditional Stuart methods of
phl.ving of one enemy against another by trickery _ had
little app('al to his new subjects and gained him much
dislike,
After Eliza!.>cth's long rule, England was stable and
p o~perou:l and James, if he did little good, also did little
harm, exccpt indirectly. His insistence on the divine
ril(hts uf kings and his duplicity irritate<l a country
where the transition of real power from the crown to
the people was already well advanced, but these eharae·
teristlcs ",ere to cause far more trouble for his Stuart
sueN;'$S()rs \\ ho were to inherit them.
James died in 1625 and was succeeded by his son
ChlTl
Its fo mcr l't;ltu~ under her father and it was the turn
of thc Roman Catholics to suffer persecution again.
Ah\;a~'~ in command of her country. Elizabeth had her
fathcr's faith m the llreatness of England and in her
r('l~n tht· exploits of her seamen. explorers, and gentle-
merl ild~enturcrs. in particular the great victory o\'er
the Spalll~h Armada. fully justified her faith. Drake.
f1awklll3, Raleigh, Gilb('rt and Davis made England's
mc ring beyond the seas, The spirit of adventure was
prl v.lent in e\'ery field, and trade and commerce,
n I uf c1ure, "nd agriculture made great strides and
returned the country to prosperity, In the arts, too, the
a~e ,)f Eliubeth was one of the greatest. Elizabethan
lyriC poclr~' has ne\'er been equalled while in the dram&
II was Iht! period of Shakespeare and Ben JOD60n.
f r well over half her reia:n Eli:uobeth was troubled
by the mtrigues of Mary, Queen of Scots, who was
recogmzed b~' Catholic Europe as the rightful ruler of
Enghmd. Reluctantly, Elb,abeth finaUy signed her death
rrant in 1587 and 1\tar)' was beheaded at Fotheringay
Castle.
EhZilbelh never married and the lack of a direcl heir
to the thro.."Ie, or en'n an English successor, was a hand·
IC p to her throughout her reign. Just before her death,
In 1603. she namt"d James, son of Mary, Queen of SCots,
and King of SCotland, &s her heir
1660-1685
1649-1660rHE COMMONWEALTH
• CHARLES II
CHARLES II was crowned in 1661 amid univcrsalrejOicing. The people were generaily tired of the
efficient, yet colourless and strictly puritan, government
of the Protectorate under Cromwell with ils petty re-
strictions on personal liberty. The period of confusion
that followed Cromwell's death was frightening and
they were glad 10 welcome Charles as King.
Intellige.'1t, wltt~', and, on occasion, energetie, Charles
was also tolerant and easy-going. His long ,rears of
penniless exile had gh'en him a somewhat eynical atti-
tude though the)· had not embittered him. His greatest
faults were self·indulgence and the characteristic Sluart
conception of parliament as the king's instrument,
With the Restoration, Charles insisted on tolerance in
the treatment of hi$ enemies. His wishes were disregard-
ed in some respects by the angry Royalists but generally
lenience was the rule. Chief advisor to the kinE during
the early years of his reign was the stiff. but wise, Sir
with il In his &0:1 and the slage was set for trouble,
turbulence, and finally violent civil war.
Charles believed in his divine right to rule and con-
sidered parliament as his instrument existing only to
carry out his commands. When parliament refused to
play the role of ki."Ig's .~en'ant and signified its dis.
ap~r~val by rcfusing funds to the king to pursue his
poliCies and carry out his foreign wars, Charles dissolved
It. Alwa~'s beset for funds, Charles ruled alone for eleven
yca.rs a":,id growing dissatisfaction and revolt. Charlm'
policies In SCotland were as unwise as his policies in
England and before long he found his whole kingdom
alTayed against him. Civil war finally broke out in 1642
and for fIVe long years Ihe country was ravaged by the
struggle between the fo~es of king and parliament.
Largely due to the emergence of a strong man and
great soldier, Oll\'er Cromwell, parliament was victorious
and the war ended with the defeat of the Royalists
followed by the caplure and execution of Charles I,
EN~~:\~r:~e::~:soou~:e~~~n:n:fs~~:t~~~~ ::i:::
Cromwell, a~ army commander, was occupied during the
early years consolidating the victory O\'er the king'~
forces and defeating Royalist armies in Ireland and
&otland. In 1651, Cromwell returned to London in
triumph and became the real head of the government
Two )'ears later he was granted the title, Protector, and
from that point ruled as an enlightened despot. Under
his strong hand, Enlilland settled down again and trade
and agriculture flourished,
Like all dictators, however enli~htened, Cromwell
found it necessary to maintain his authority by force,
and resentment among the people against his rule in-
creased. At his death, in J657, there was no logical
successor and the country fell into ncar-anarchy.
From this state it was saved by General George Monk,
Cromwell's commander in Scotllmd, who saw that there
was no choice but to restore the monarchy, In 1660,
supported by Monk's army, Charles Stuart, son of Charles
I, made a triumphant entry into London.
16251649CHARLES I
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Edward Hyde whom Charles created Earl of Clarendon
Hyde managed to find the difficult route through faction
and discord to the reconstruction of the monarchy and
as long as he was at the helm things went reasonably
welL In 1667, parliament demanded the exile of Claren-
don and, tired of his advisor, Charles agreed and
henceforth ruled alone assisted by a series of weak
advisors.
Soon Charles was embroiled in serious difficulties with
parliament. Like his father, he could not reconcile him-
self to the tranSition of real power from the crown to
the commons, In 1681, he finally dissolved parliament
and governed without it
The trouble between king and parliament and a series
of other unfortunate events led England into a state of
.national bankruptcy during his reIgn when constant
foreign wars were a steady drain on the treasury, The
Great Plllgue of London in 1665, followed by the Great
Fire of London a year later both contributed to the
national depression.
Charles died in 1685 and was succeeded by his brother,
James, Duke of York.
._ JAMES II 1685.1689
!»'stem were still in their infancy and many difficult
points required clarification, With wisdom, if not en-
thusiasm, William accepted the limitations on hi
prerogative
One of his first dutieo; was to consolidate his control
as king and the ellrly years were spent in putling dawn
rebellion and factional warfare throughout the country
and in Scotland and Ireland. During this period the
terrible Massacre of Glencoe, the Battle of Killiecrankie,
the Seige of Londonderry, and the Battle of the Boyne
where James II .....as finally defeated, were rCCQrded
Abroad William was in\'Oh'ed in a long and biller
struggle against the expansion plans of Louis XIV of
France-a struggle that had begun before he accepted
the British throne. To embarrass William, Louis espoused
t"'e Stuart cause and, after the death of James II, stated
his determination to put Jumes' son, James Edward, "The
Old Pretendel'," on the English throne. To William this
meant war and he succeeded in getting parliament to
vote funds and to raise men for a new army. With John
Churchill, later Duke of Marlborough, in command, Eng~
land prepared for war.
Before the war broke out, William died in 1702. Queen
Mary II having predeceased him in 169-4, he was suc-
ceeded by Anne, second daughter of James II
STERN, cold, and efficicnt, William was a strong a.ndpatient kIng, The kingship l'equired patience too, for
the constitutional type of monllrchy and two~party
JA:::nI~a~:~cd~~n;h:f :h;:;:~es~:n;~a;I:~::~~g:
of his troubles stemmed from this fart. As king he was
liS unpopular and distrusted liS he had been as Duke of
York and he owed his possession of the crow.n only to
the greater fear and distrust of the people ror his rival,
the Duke of Monmouth.
During the reii'n of Charles II, James had been mainly
concerned with the navy and as Lord High Admiral, with
the assistance of Samuel Pepys, he aid a ,reat deal to
modernize and strengthen it, He was not without ability,
had plenty of courage, and had pro\'ed himself an
excellent administrator and naval and military
commander,
In the first year or his reign he put down a serious re-
bellion, led by Monmouth, and an uprising i.n Scotland.
The savage reprisals visited on the rebels and their
families and carried out by the infamous Judge Jeffreys,
turned many of the king's supporters against him
James possessed most of the Stuart failings and his
lack of judgment, his stubborn obstinacy, and his arbi·
trary nature soon resulted in the whole country opposing
him, When, in 1688, a son was born to him which meant
a Roman Catholic succession, a strong body of opinion
invited a Protestant, Willialn, Prince of Orange and
Stadholder of Holland, whose wife was Mary, the
Protestant daughter of JUrDes II by his first wife, to
usurp the throne.
William landed in Novembel' 1688 and carried all be·
fore him. James was forced to flee to France and an
interregnum followed during which parliament passed
the famous Bill of Rights limiting by law the powers or
the king and defining the undoubted libertIes of the
people. Then William and Mary were declared as joint
sovereigns
GEORGE J (First of the Honovers)
1714-1727
GEORGE I came to the throne of Great Britain with noknowledge of her people and unable to speak the
language. Honest and well-intentioned, he had little
understanding of affairs and gcnerally allowed his
minister" to carryon government. Though George, as II
foreign prince, was never popular in Britain, his reiilll
1702.1714It ANNE
DULL and obstin~te, Queen Anne was at th: same time,lffectionllte, kmd and devout. with an lIlteDse love
for her people. Married to Prince George of Denmark,
she and her husband preferred the quil't life to court
activit)'. For the first half of her reign. beCtluse of Anne's
great friendship for Sara Churchill, Duchess of Marl-
borough, directiOn of the countr)' was largely in the hand~
of the Whig party to which the Marlboroughs belonged
William Ill's war against France. calTie<! out in Anne's
reign, went brilliantly for England and most of her reign
eehoed with the victories of the Duke of ~1arlborough
who proved himself to be one of the greatest military
tacticians of all time. In his famous victory at Blenheim.
Marlborough succeeded in destroying two-thirds of the
French army. Another notable victOl'y of the period gave
England Gibraltar.
In 1707, the Act or Union successfully paS:lCd the par-
liaments of both Scotland and England and once again
the two countries were united into one kingdom. A few
)'ears later the Marlboroughs fell fro:n the royal favour
and Anne turnC\l to the Tories for ad\'ice and guidance.
As Anne's reign drew to a close, dissension and intrigut>
regarding the ,;ul'ces.~ion became rire. Jacobite and
Roman Catholic factions were pushing the claims of her
half-brother, James Edward, "The Old Pretender," while
Protestant factions favored George, son of Sophia,
Electress of Hanover, and great~grandson of James I
Anne died in 1714 and George was dCl'lared King.
1689-1702m WILLIAM III and MARY II
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W;t.$ what the people wanted They wanted a king who
\\ould let parliament and his ministers rule.
With no serious foreign wars to deplete the lrcasur.)".
.Britain found new strength, and trade and commerce
Oourished. Many companies were formed and immense
(altunes wert" made over-night III speculation. Just
\\ ben thiS trend was at iLi height, the famous speculation
kno"" n as ~The South Sea Bubble" burst and thousands
of f<hareholders lost everything
Out of the confusion and panic thai followed thL
commercial catastrophe, Robert Walpole emerged as
prime Minister and guided the ship of state through the!
troubled seas. For the next twenty-one years, his mastery
0\ er parliament and aHain restored the credit and the
economic welfare of the country.
George I died in 1727 and his son, George, succeeded
him
BROUGHT u~ in the unhapp.\· atmosphere of a quarrelbet"'een hiS father and his grandfather, George III
WU largely influenced by his mother who constantly
counselled him, "George, be a king'" In consequence.
George, who was energetic, shrewd, courageous. and with.
strenath of character, was unwilling when he became
kina to reconcile himself to a monarchy in which hi.
ministers and parliament held the real pOwer. He set ttl
work immediately to recover for the crown the pre-
rogatives which had been allowed to lapse by his two
\)redece.uors and, by 1763, had largely succeeded.
His reign, one of the longest in Britain's history, was
repl(!te with events of great importance in almost every
~phcre. The lou of the Americall colonies was almost
the only set-back and was directly attl i'outable to the
king's wrong-headedness. George III took the view that
parliament under his guidance had the right to i,:o~islate
GE~e~~~ ~'a:tuf~~~~a:;di~el~~::~~~::;~e:tge~~~~s~~
during most of his rt"ign. Two of Great Britain's greatest
statcomen, Sir Robert Walpole, and William Pitt, Earl
of Chatham, directed aHairs during this eventful time.
In Ipite of his inherent stubbornness, the king was wise
enough to accept the advice of his ministers when he was
convinced that they were wiser than he, and the country
flourl.~hed at home and abroad.
Georle's reign was a stormy period of wars and
adl'entufe5 all over the globe. H was a period of imperial
expansion; the war of the Austrian Succession; Bonnie
Prmce Charlie's Rebellion of the '45; Clive's conquest of
India; Wolfe at Quebei: and the conquest of almost all
of North America; colonization, trade, and CQmmercial
exploits on a grand scale. At its end, Britain found her-
~e1f a mighty power with far-flung territories in every
section of the globe. Almost without willing it, and
certainly without working to a plan, she had become the
grealest imperial power the world had yet beheld.
George II, with little realizallOll of the importance or
the events of his reign, died in 1760. He was succeeded
by his grandson, George, son of Frederick, Prince of
Wales.
KNf~~~~ri~: '~~~~ ~sil;~b~:~:"A:i:I;:n~el~e\\~:~a::::
With t e navy during the Napoleonic Wars and had seen
considerab'e action during Englan::!'s maritime campaign.
Well-meaning, kindly. conscientious, and possessed of a
truly democratic spirit, William was sixty-four when he
became king and he reigned for only seven years.
In many ways his reign, short as it was, proved a fruit-
ful one. The industrial revolution was well under way
and science and industry were making great progress.
Following the success of Stephenson's famous steam
engine on the Stockton and Darlington Railway in the
1820-1830
1830_1837
GEORGE IV
WILLIAM IV
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what he actually did as king, for he had neither his
father's energy nor the moral weight to enable him to
take o\'er the reins of office. Affairs of state were left
to a succession of able ministers including Canning, Peel
and Huskisson.
The reign of the fourth George was a profligate period
but, in it, the spirit Of humanitarianism was awakenL"lg
and the attention of men was gradually turning towards
retorm. In 1824, Peel succeeded In reforming the criminal
laws, and the death penalty was abolished for more than
a hW1dred minor crime.>. Other notable achievemenb
\\ ere the Catholic Emancipation Bill and the rapid
colonization of Australia.
George IV died in 1830 and was succeeded by his
brother William.
for the colonies. In his view he was support~ by major-
ily of opinion in Great Britain. In the Joss, Britain, if
I;ot George himself, learned a lesson that was to gain
and hold for her the respect and affection of a great
commonwealth.
The pl,Lihing forv.'ard of the frontiers of empire went
on during the period with the vO~'a~('s of Captain Cook
to Australia, the west coast of North America, and other
parts of the world. The first serious impacts or the
industl"ial revolution were felt wit:1 Fe introduction of
.s~eam a.s a motive power for mach.inery, the invention
or the spmning frame and of the spinning jenny.
It was the era of the French Re\ olution and the unrest
among the masses throughout Europe that coincided with
it; the rise of Napoleon and the war.; or Great Britain
and her allies against the new French republic; Lord
Nelson and the Duke of Wellington-Trafalgar, Waterloo,
and the defeat and exile of Napoleon.
III literature, the reign of George II was the greatest
since the age of Elizabeth. The Romantic Movement
reached its peak and the names of \Vordsworth, Keats,
Shelley, Burns, Coleridge, Byron, Soulhey, Scotl,
Samuel Johnson, Cowper, Campbell, Landor. and Tom
l\loore were great long before the end of his reign, In the
arts, 100, the creative flame was bright with Turner,
Gainsborough. Re~'nolds, Constable, Landseer, and many
others.
George II died in 1820 and was succeeded by his .son,
George, who had been Prince Regent due to the illness
of his father during the latter nine '\'ears of his reign
1727-1760
1760-1820
:3EORGE II
GEORGE III
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previous reign, eight steam locomolives were designed
and built by the great seU·taught engineer for a new
railroad opened in 1830 between Liverpool and
"1anchester, and the steam railway age was born. In
1833, the Quebec-built "Royal William" was the first
steamship to make a complete transatlantic crossing.
William IV died in 1837 and his niece, Victoria,
eighteen-.year-old daughter of the Duke of Kent, fourth
son of George III. beeame queen
THE accession of Victoria ushered in another goldenefil in the development of Greal Britain and her
empire. One of the best loved of all British monarchs
she endelll'cd herself to hcr subjects during the sixty-
three eventful years of h~r reign.
Industrial and scientific progress continued to rise to
new heights and in the Victorian era, Great Britain be-
cnme the world's leader in trade and commerce. Inven-
tions during her reign included the electric telegraph,
the tel('phone, the first ships powered entirely by steam,
and many others. These revolutionized the fields of
industry into which they were introduced.
Humanitarianism, too, made great strides and the
distress and poverty of the depressed classes became
maUers of real conrern and were sub;~ted to deeper and
more constru('tive thought by writers, sodal workers,
and .statesmen. In these efforts the names of Cobden,
Bright, and Shaftesbury were prominent.
Victoria married her cousin, Prince Albert of Saxe·
Coburg and Gotha, in 1840 and the marriage was a
singularly happy one. Albert, who was created Prince
Consort, was a quiet, thoughUul, gifted man and his
advice and illrJuenee contributed a great deal til
Victoria's reign.
During this period, Britain became in('reasingly
conscious of her far· flung empire, and her statesmen
showed initiative and f<lr sightedness in its administra-
tion. In Canada, more and JIlore self·government was
gl'onted to the people and, in 18G1, with the full assist<lnce
and cooperation of the British crown and parliament, the
Dominion or Canada was created out of the British North
America colonies. In 1816, after a magnificent progress
through India by her son, the Prince of Wales, Victoria
became Empress of India.
The Victorian era i..> dotted wilh the names of famous
~tatesmen and the queen's great ministers included such
ligures as Benjamin DisraeH, the Earl of Be'l.consfield,
William Ewart Gladsto~e, Sir Robert Peel, Lords
Palmerston and Derby. and Lord John Russell
Generally, except for colonial wars. it was a peareful
reign and the only war of an international nature was
the Crimean War in 1854 which produced one fortunate
result in the establi5hment of nursing as a profession, by
Florence Nightingale. Great soldiers included Lords
Kitchener, Roberts, Napier of Magdala, Sir Henry
Havelock, Sir Garnet Wolsey. and Charles George
Gordon Another war of more note was the South African
War in the latter days of her reign.
In the arts it was a productive reign as well, and in
Illeratul'e Tennyson, Browning, Swinburne, Kipling,
Dickens, Trackeray, the Bronte sisters, Carlyle, Ruskin,
Muc3ulay and many others put their stamp on the age,
SeCtll'e in th{' affection and memory of her ~ople,
VICTORIA 1837-1901
Victoria died in 1901. She was sUtteeded by her eldest
son Edward. PTince of Wales
EDWARD VII
(House of Saxe-Coburg-Gotho) 1901-1910
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duties during her many years of seclusion after the death
of the Prince Consort. Victoria's sixty years as queen
had solidly set the pattern of the constitutional monarchy
and Edward, as king, followed the successful pattern. It
I'emained for him to contribute his u.ndoubted talents to
the government and, in addition, to restore to the
monal'chy the colour and ceremollY so long in abeyance.
Exemplary in his discharge or public duties, skilled In
international politics, and possessed of great personal
chorm, tact, and diplomacy, his advice was invaluable
to the succession of ministers who served the state. His
popuillrity and that of his beautiful queen, Alexandra,
were greal both at home and abroad.
Edward'.,; reign, now known as the "Edwardian Era"
was short and peaceful and during Its nine years Great
Britain and the empire prospered. The country W8:'1
fortunate in being served by a number of brilliant states-
men during the period, including Asquith, Llo)·d George,
Haldane, Balfour, Milner, Joseph Chamberlain. and
Churchill. The atmosphere was liberal and humanitarian
and many laws and measures were enacted to improve
the lot of the people.
Edward died in 1910 and was succeeded by his eldest
surviving son, George, Prince of Wales
GEORGE V (First of the Windsors)
1910-1936
GE~I:~~ ~n~lh;;~~e:m~~e~tr~:~,s~~sec:~t:a~:y t:f ~::
fathel"s "magnificent urbanity," he was essentially a
simple, kindly, family mall and his influence over his
I)eople was that of a father, Second son of Edward VII,
George was intended for the navy and had already served
for fifteen year:> with the fleet when the death of his
brother, the Duke of Clarence, made him heir·apparen'
and cut short his naval care<'r In 1893, he married
Princess Victoria Mary of Teck
following the long smooth tenor of life in Victorian
and Edwardian times, Great Britain seemed to be
securely established L"l. a period of progress when George
ascended the throne. Yet. fOur years later, Great Britain
the Dominions and the colonies were involved in a world
war more terrible by far than any in previous history
For four long years the struggle continued and the youth
and reJOurces of the empire were depleted in the cause
of freedom. During the whole period George V and h's
family were unceasing in their support and assistance
to the war effort and the calm, steadfast courage of the
king and queen was an example and Inspiration to theil
people.
In 191'1, the killg renounced all Gennan titles for him-
self and his family and changed the name of the Royal
house from Saxe-Coburg-Gothll to Windsor,
Victory and peace came In 1918 and, after a period of
artificial prosperity, Great Britain olld the world began
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as Edward VIII. Almost his whole adult life as Prince
of Wales had been Sp(\llt travelling, and there was
scarcel)' a territory under the British flag that he had
not vi.~ited, The most popular princc in Britain's long
history, he was sincere in his desire to perform a useful
function for the Commonwealth. During World War I
he! I<ef\'ed with the army and insisted on sharing the
hardships and dangers of the men in the field. He con-
li.nuall~' fretted against oUicial safeguards thai were
raised to prote<'t his person and on many occasions won
hIS point After the war he supported his father in
carr;ving out his onerous duties as king and was also
used by the government as a sort of unofficial travelling
amooss.adur Continually on the alert during his travels
for possible markets for British merchandise, he came
1.0 be knOwn as "the Common.....ealth·s best commercial
traveller"
Except for that of Edward V. Edward VIII's reign was
the shortest 1(1 the history of the crown. His decision to
marry :\tn. Wallis Warfield Simpson led to a constitu-
t.onal criSIS and the kin. chose to abdicate in favour of
hls brother, the Duke of York. who succeeded him in
Det'ember. 1936
tn n,l)' the price for thc trcmcndous cxpenditurc of mcn
and materials that had been .necessary during the war.
Depr "ion with uncmployment and suffering were
'leav~' burdens for the nation, and the king and queen
\\ orked ullceasingly for every cause designed to lighten
l....lOSC burdens. In addition to their practical assistance,
once again the king and queen pro\-ided for the nation
an ex,1mple of patient courage.
In ~pitc of adversity and hardship, George V's reign
.... ltnes.'iCd great accomplishments in science, engineering
and m\·cntion. Out ot the war came a ncw means of
transportation, the aeroplane. Lnvcnted before World
War I, it..; development was rapid during the years of
conflict and afterwards Great Britain played an
important part in making it a rapid and efficient carrier
of civilian passengers and freight, as well as .....eapons of
",ar_ Radio, too, made tremendous advances and, on
Chril'tma~ Day 1933, the king, by means of radio, was
able to speak to his subjects aU over the globe from his
~tud\- at Sandringham. These Christmas talks by the
kmg' in his quiet, triendly, dignified manner became part
of the pattern ot his reign and brought the crown closer
to the people than it evcr had been betore.
As the cmpire grew into maturity, important change<!
\loere made in its structure and, in 1931, by the famous
Statute of Westminster, it was declared unequivocally
that "Dominions are autonomous communities within
the BritiSh Empire, in no way subordinate to one another
ill their domestic or extcrnal aHairs though united by 1
common allegiancc to the Crown, and freely associated
<I.' members of the British COmmonwealth of Nations."
Throughout his reign, George V was tireless in per-
forming his duties as a constitutional monarch. He
refUl'ed to spare himself and his unliri.ng efforts in
carrying out the exhaustive task that the kingship had
becomc were a contributing factor to hi~ death in 1936
in the twenty~sixth year of his reign. He was succeeded
by his eldest son, Edward, Prince of Wales.
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insistence on carrying out his duties at whatever cost to
himself. Educated for the navy. ill-health at first prc-
vented him from active service in World War J. He later
served as a sub-lieutenant at the Battle of Jutland anri
also with the naval branch of the R.A.F. towards the end
of thc war. As Duke of York, he was called upon to
carry out many public duties after the war and was
particularly interested in indu.;trial affairs. He married
I...iIdy Elizabeth Bowes-W'on in 1923. Although his
tra\'els during his father's reign were not as extensive
as those of his brother, George had seen a considerable
part of the Commonwealth before he became king,
including Africa, Australia and New zealand.
Three )'ears after his accession, George VI became the
first reigning monarch to set foot on Canadian soil when
he and Queen EliUlbeth toured Canada from coast to
coast. He also visited Ihe United States. Later in the
same ,)'ear the outbreak at World War II put a temporary
end to the king's tours of inspection of rus possessions.
World War II imposed heavy burdens on the king anti
queen who were unsparing of themselves in their e(fons
to encourage and strengthen their people. Frequent visits
to the fighting sen' ices, dockyards, munition factories,
ctc.• were added to the already heavy calendar of public
duties. During the blitz on London, in 1940, the king
endeared himself to his subjects when he chose to remain
in London rather than to withdraw to a safer area. As the
war progressed, he visited the armies of the Common-
wealth in the field, a.;; well as at home, and his travcls
look him to Italy, France, Belgium, and the Netherlands.
Whcn the war ended the king and his family were secure
in the hearts of their pCQple. Their efforts had done a
grcal deal to encourage and insoire the nation and the
example they sct of dctermined courageous devotion 10
duty was unparnlleled.
The gr'eat strain thc war had imposed on Gcorge VI
was scarcely lessened when peace returned in 1945.
Britain had suffered much under aerial bombardment
and maritime blockade and her peoplc were weary from
the great effort they had put forth. Under the leadership
of thc king, the royal family, its ranks now depleted by
the death of the Duke of Kent, the abdication of Edward,
and the agc and retirement of its older members, devoted
itself to the rebuilding of the country and thc morale of
its people.
During GCQrge VI's reign there were further structural
changes in the Commonwealth and, in 1947, by the India
Independcnce Act. the king ceased to be emperor of
India and became instead king of each of the new
dominions of India and Pakistan. In 1950 and 1951, India
and Pakistan becamercp ublics bUI remained within the
British Commonwealth of Nations.
In 19.0 the king, anxious to continue his inspection of
the Commonwealth interrupted by the war, toured the
lJ'lion of South Africa with the Qu('Cn and his two
daughters. the Princesses Elizabeth and Margaret Rose.
A tour o~ Australia and New zealand planned for 1949
was cancelled due to the illness of the king. Now in
faili.na: health, GCQrge was forced to eurtail many of his
activities but ::,c years of strain had taken their toll and,
after a kngtr.y illness, George VI died on February 6,
1952 His eldest daughter, Elizabeth. succeeded him.
C EDWARD VIII Jony. to Dec. 1936
~ GEORGE VI 1936·1952
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Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
Lines On The Coronation
Of
Our Gracious Queen
Now that we crown Her as our Queen
May love keep all her pathways green,
May sunlight bless her days;
May the fair Sprinil" of her begiIllling
Ripen to all things worth the winning,
The very sunrest of our praile
The mortal men attempt.
May this old land revive and be
Again a star set in the sea,
A Kingdom fit for such as She
With glories yet undreamt
~:;e;:'~~sww~g~:e~~:=st::;:
And earliest CQwslips showed;
When still unseen by mortal eye
One cuckoo toiled his "Here am I,"
And over little glints of sky,
in rain-pools whence the trickles flowed,
The small snipe Clattered wing.
The s.....allows were upon the road,
Nought but the cherry-blosSOm snowed,
The promise was on all fields sowed
Of Earth's beginnini Spring.
JOHN MASEFIELD,
It was ..... hlle she was in Kenya,
in Africa, on the (irst stage of this
tour, that Elizabeth received
news of her father's death. She
returned home by air immediate-
ly and took the oath of accession
as Queen Elizabeth II on Febru-
ary 8. 1952
1951, Princess Elizabeth and the
visited Canada and toured the
country from coast to coast in five
short weeks. The tour was a great
success and the Royal Couple were
rect'ived everywhere by enthull_
astic crowds. On their return to
England, it was announced that
Princess Elizabeth and Prince
Philip would carry out, early in
1952, the tour of Australia and
Kew Zealand that the king had
hoped to make.
Poet Laureate
The era of the first Queen
Elilabeth was II dazzling one and
is looked back on as one of the
golden ages in the long history of
Great Britain and her monauhy
h was a creative age, filled with
the spirit of adventure, enterprise,
and innovation. The subjec of
Queen Elizabeth II, whose coro-
nation will take place on June 2,
1953, are determined to prove
that spirit is ~tl1l alive and that
her reign the second Eliubethn
era-will be no less glorious than
that of her illustrious predeces-
""
The prayers of the ..... hole British Commonwealth of
Nations and of every territory under the British flag will
be with Queen Elizabeth II on that day and throughout
h"rrelgn
In the autumn of
Duke of Edinburgh
the late Prince Andrew of Greece and Princess Alice of
Baltenburg. Philip was created Duke of Edinburgh later
that year and given the title of Prince. The colourful
marriage took place at Westmmster Abbey in November,
1947. Her two children, Prince Charles and Princess
Anne, were born in 1948 and 1950 respectively.
Elder of the two daughters of George VI, Elizabelh
was born in London in 1926. She was only twenty-six
years of age at her ac<:ession to the throne as the first
rcililning queen since Victoria. A popular and beautiful
princess, she and her equally bCllutiful sister, Princess
Margaret Rose, captured the hearts of the people as the
daughters of the Duke and Duchess of York, and the
first grandchildren of George V and Queen Mary.
Elizabeth WllS thirteen when
World War II broke out and her
lirlhood was even more secluded
than would have been the case
had there been no war. With her
sister, she lived at Windsor Castle
throulhout the )'ears of contlict
and there she received her edu-
cation, and prepantion for the
life ahead of her. In the latter
years of the war, she joined the
Auxiliary Territorial Service and
served as a transport driver
Nineteen years of age when the
war ended, Elb.abeth, as heiress-
presumptive, had already be,un
to assist her father in his oftlclJI
duties. Since her oUicial coming-
o!-age In the previous year, she
had begun to carry out a busy
schedule of speeches and appear-
ances. On several occasions dur-
Ing the king's absence from the
country in the latter year of the
war lind afterwards, she served
on the councils of state that ex-
ercised the royal function.
.~
The war Interfered seriously
with the king's plan for his
daughter to travel extensively
throughout the British Common-
wealth and to get to know her fu-
ture domains as well as possible
before being called on to reign
over them. In 1947, he insisted
on his tour to South Africa and
other tours were planned for her in the future.
After the return of the Royal Party from South Africa
announcement was made of ~he bethrotha1 of Princess
Elizabeth to Lieutenant Philip Mountbatten, R.N., son of
GOD SA VE THE QUEEN
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A GR~AT CORONATION TRADITION
By DR. ROBERT SAUNDERS
C. A. CROSBIE, President
The Poet Laureate
The following is a complete list of the Laureates;
Edmund Spencer latter part of Ellzabeth's Reign
Samuel Daniel 1598
Ben Johnston 1619
Sir W. D'Avcnant 1637
John Dryden 1670
Thomas Shadwell 1688
Nahum Tate 1692
Nicholas Rowe 1715
Laurence Eusden 1718
Colley Cibber 1730
William Whitehead 1757
Thomas Warton 1785
lIenry James Pye 1790
Robert Southey 1813
William Wordsworth 1843
Alfred Lord Tennyson 1850
Alfred Austin 1896
Dr. Robert Bridges 1913
John :\lascfield 1930
Mr. Masefield is the present holder of the title of
poet laureate and his "Lines on the Coronation of Queen
Elizabeth" will be found on another page of this maga-
zme.
The "London Review" of Oct. 1813, in listing the
poets laureate starts with the great Edmund Spencer.
Spencer died in the latter part of Elizabeth's reign and
Samuel Daniel is listed as such from 1598. However, there
i3 little evidence of his being officially recognized. The
"Dictionary of National Biography" ~ays: "There is a
tradition that on Spencer's death Daniel succeeded him
as poct laureate." The best authorities assert that there
is liUle or nothing official that Soencer had a real
appointment from Elizabeth. The "National Biography"
continued:
"The Queen gave proof of her appreciation by be-
stowing a pension on the poet. But there is no ground
that the pension carried with it the formal dignity of
poet laureate."
A good guess is that Spencer is known as poet laur-
eate under Elizabeth because he was the greatest poet of
the time~. However. he was only about seven years old
whcn Elizabeth was crowned. There was no poet laureate
for the occasion.
George Saintsbul'y, writing in the "Illustrated Lon-
don News" for Nov. 1892, says; .
"Spencer. had a certain though fleeting and fluid
access of Court favour; he had a kind of pension, but he
t.ad no regular Court employment and was not strictly
Laureate."
The title of Poet Laureate was conferred officially
by Letters Patent on John Dryden in the year 1670. This
was the real beginning, and he got his Patent as "Poet
Laureate and Hystoriographer Royal."
The great Geoffrey Chaucer and others had pensions
and pitchers of wine, but not official "Laureate." Nor
were all laureates poets; some were playwrights. The
problem was to find a respectable person with a tolerably
ready pen.
The emoluments of the post hilve varied. To pye an
allowance of 27 pounds was made i.nstead of the canary
wine. The great Tennyson drew seventy-two pounds 11
ye<lr and twenty-seven pounds in lieu of the "butt of
sack." (A butt of sack was a 108 gallon cask-nearly two
bottles a day. The "sack" was a light-coloured Spanish
wme.)
St. John's
St. John's, Nfld.449 Water Street
234 New Gower St.
P.O, Box 518 Telephone 1185
Portable Electric Arc Welding Plant
YOUDEN'S WHOLESALE
LIMITED
FRUITS, PROVISIONS, Etc.
MARINE IRON WORKS
LIMITED
Repairers of all kinds of Machinery, Ships
and land Engines, Boilers, Blacksmith and
Copper Work.
Electric and Acetylene Welding and
Cutting a Specialty,
,\n'ong- the mally customs and usages that have been
pre!ierl'ed in connection with the Coronation of •
British Sovereign, that of a Poet Laureate is firmly
established,
A.s to the period when the office of Poet Laureate
was originally ordained, history, we believe, is silent.
The strong conjecture among historians is that at first
the King's Jester and Poet Laureate were coeval insti-
tutions-the latter to celebrate the favourable incidents
of the times, etc.
John Kay, in the time of Edward IV (1461-1483) is
the first king's poet we meet under the title "Laureat",
although he has left no verse to confirm his claim to such
a title. The "Heraldic and Historic Register" of Lo.ndon,
June, 1850 says: "We find in 1251 a poet receiving an
annual salary of one hundred shillings under the title of
"King's Versifier". The title later carried a salary of one
hundred marks per a..'lnum and a tierce of Spanish wine
(42 gals.). But up to the reign of James 1 (1603-1625) the
laureatship was an empty title adopted by those who were
~'mployed to write for the Court.
We may say that the first unquestionable patent for
the laureatship was issued by order ot Charles I in 1630,
with a fixed salary of 100 pounds a year, and an ad-
ditional grant of a tierce of canary wine from the King's
ow," cellar.
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ALWAYS IN STOCK
Full line of
BUILDING MATERIALS
including
BUILDERS' HARDWARE
Inquiries Solicited
CHESTER DAWE
LIMITED
CALLANAN &CO.
Full line of Plumbing Fixtures always on hand
Complete stock of
GENERAL HARDWARE
WINDOW GLASS
CROCKERY, Etc
CHROME BATHROOM ACCESSORIES
SHAW STREET Sf. JOHN'S 524 - 526 Water StreetOPD. C.N.R. $t. John's Dial 646"
Off the Bahamas an tl.'ldcrwater
camera crew has just managed to
photograph shoals of fish in their
natural habitat-by music. At first
arc lamps glaring under the water
frightened the fish. Then some-
one had the bright idea of music
It was found that the fish swam
..... ithin camera range
We are not sure if it's the music
of the caballero or the sight of
the pulchritudi....ous mbs but the)·
are eager to be "caught." Which
b an idea for your next fishing
tl'ip anyway!
Newfoundland Bottle & Metal Co.
430-2 Water St. St. John's, Nffd., Canada
Dealers in-
Scrap Iron and Metal
Used Structurals - Pipe - Machinery
Suppliers of NEW STEEL
Buyers of-
New Steel and Building Materials
Distributors of-
Morine and Foundry Supplies.
WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES
Nights or Holidays Phone 2838 or 3446
GEO. SUMMERS
& SONS
WATER STREET EAST
GENERAL TRUCKING
.
We are equipped to handle
all kinds of Heavy Machinery.
.
AT YOUR SERVICE AT ANY TIME
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Home of Electrical Fixtures and Supplies. When it's Electrical. We Service
SNOW'S IRON & ELECTRICAL WORKS, LIMITED
JAMES R. TUCKER, President.
25 • !7 Springdale Street Dial 5I7l (2 Lines)
LIGHT YOUR WAY TO BETTER LIVING
• SERVICE
• SECURITY
• SATISFACTION
WITH ALL YOUR INSURANCE
Q~n.IU~ JOUnSOn
T"' {)1t!tI.~'UfCeMAN
MUNN'S
Newfoundland
Medicinal Non-freezing
COD LIVER OIL
Largest Manufacturers of
COD LIVER OIL in Newfoundland
for Over Fifty Years.
Also large producers of
TAl\'KED COD OIL
for Industrial Purposes.
•
Write for lowest prices
244 Water St. St. John's W. A. MUNN &CO., LTD.
A. H. MURRAY & CO.
LIMITED
Serving Newfoundland for O\·er Half a
Century with Complete Lines of
• Marine Stationary & Diesel Engines
• Building Materials
• Quality Groceries and Provisions.
DIAL 2031
KEEP CLEAN
with DONNIE CLEANER
GO
"Where the charm of newness is restored"
CRAFT CLEANERS, LTD.
II Hamilton Street
DIAL 6985
Water Street St. John'"
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Visit Our Showroom
Offers the Best in
•
Romo Butler Star Singer
RO~.AJo~~,~L~~ i~ l~rue~~~~~di:e;~~~~~~~ai~ocu~~
reotly walking on air as the grand prize winner of
the latest Opportunity Knocks talent series. In a
few weeks she begins a new network series of her
own-her award for getting top marks.
The daughter of music.loving parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Tom G. Butler, Roma began to be interested
in music about the time she began to be interested
in anything. For three years she studied with Helen
Oates in St. John's.
"Mine isn't the story of the little girl who always
wonted to be a professional singer." she says in her
bright, Quick way. "I studied piano for 11 years.
After I graduated from high school I moved to
Toronto to continue my studies, but it wasn't long
before I switched to voice, under Dr. Erensto Vinca.
"The only other singers in my family are my
parents-father in the bathtub and mother in the
kitchen! I just love to sing, especially lieder, musical
comedy and art song5.
Roma. a fervent Newfoundlander. says, "I think
we have some of the loveliest songs ever written."
Her favorites are not so much the rollicking sea
chanteys that mainland Canada associated with
Newfoundland. but lovely old ones like "She's Like
the Swallow" and "Soldier, Soldier. Will You Marry
Me." These two are her favorites.
Her studies in Toronto have been partly
fianced for four years by Kiwanis scholarships. Last
year she won the Women's Rose Bowl-the highest
feminine Kiwanis award. This year she was also
in the finals of Singing Stars of Tomorrow and Nos
futures etoiles. She has given numerou~ concerts
in St. John's and Toronto. and last year went out to
Regina to sing for the Women's Community Club
there. Radio work is far from new to her. For three
summers. during visits with her family. she has
sung in eight-week series for CBe
"I intend to keep singing as long as I can," she
says, "and since I'm just 21. I don't think I'll be
forsaking the stage for the dishpan yet awhile!"
-CBC Times.
Dial 4183
216 WATER STREET
ERNEST CLOUSTON
LIMITED
WHEN BUILDNG
VISIT US FOR YOUR HARDWARE
SUPPLIES
Box E-5299
Automatic Heating
Air Conditioning
•
• HINGES
• NAILS
• LOCKS
• DOOR CLOSERS, Etc.
A C M E-
FROM COAST TO COAST
MARTIN-ROYAL STORES
HARDWARE CO., LTD.
1S9 WATER ST.
"ACMtI' Brand Products are making new
friends daily, you can be sure that you are
getting the best your money can buy if the
"Acme" label is your guide. Specify "Acme"
and be sure. "Acme" products are manu-
factured in Newfoundland by
Phones: 4026
4027
4028
P.O. Box
696
1. McMURDO & CO., LTD.
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LOCAL
CORRESPONDENTS
....."',,'c IE"~""'.
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GENERAL AGENTS
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RAILWAYS
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HOTELS
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Hon .
•""''''''0'' Ho,II'''.
"NO "",..c,~.... Hon... ,..
L..._",,, C'TI"'.
TRAVELLERS'
CHEQUES
MONEY ORDERS
TELEGRAMS
HERTZ·ORIV·UR.SELF
GREAT BRITAIN AND EUROPE
Understandint-thouAh trt1\'1!'I-is the password to peace
This is the slogan of the European Travel Commission in which twcnty-
one European countries. including Great Britain, are represented.
The United Kingdom and Europe have in recent years been regarded by
a great many people as places of Tourist interest, whilst the industrial import-
ance of these countries has slipped to the background.
European countries have held well organized fairs for many years and
their significance should be of interest to many importers in Newfoundland.
Possibly the most important fair to be held in the autumn will be the
Frankfurt International Trade Fair, September 6th-10th. in which consumer
goods, textile, hardware. household and kitchen equipment, medical and surgical
supplies. toys and furniture will be exhibited. and other items under twenty-
seven classified headings.
At approximately the same time the Cologne International Trade Fair will
be held-
Textile and Clothing Section. September 6th--8th.
Household Articles and Hardware, September 13th-15th.
When visiting Great Britain by far the most convenient means of providing
local transportation is to hire an autol1lobile and drive yourself. Car hire rates
in Great Britain are low compared with this side of the Atlantic.
Your motoring need not end in Great Britain. For a few pounds sterling
you may fly your car and self from Gatwick (near London 1 to Le Toaquet,
France, in forty minutes. Over 13,000 cars were flown across the English
Channel in 1951. Figures for 1952 are not available but it is known that there
was a great increase.
THIS SIDE Of THE ATlANTIC
Nearer home it is quite poss'ble that when the Trans-Canada Highway
across the Province is completed it may be possible to fly your car from Port
aux Basques to North Sydney in less than nn hour.
QUESTIONS OfTEN ASKED,
How do I /let from LaGuardia Airport at New York to the Internarional
(Idlewild) Airport? There is an airline bus service between these two airports
in either direction which leaves eve.y thirty minutes (one the hour and helf-
hour). Travelling time thirty minutes. Fare $1.25.
How do I /let from the InrNnat'onal (Idlewild) Airport to New York City?
There is an Airline bus from the Airpo t. following each night arrival, to the
Airlines Tenninal on 42nd Street. Trnv~P;~ time is forty-five minutes and the
bus stops at 57th & Lexington. also ~9.!. & Lexington. Fare 1.25.
Have you any travel questions? Ask us.
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THE ROYAL STORES, LIMITED
WAS ESTABLISHED 1895
THE Royal Stores, Ltd., ('arne into being 1895. when anagreement was consummated between Campbell
)'1aepherson. Ar<:hibald Macpherson and William Carson
Job. Campbell Macpherson was elected Pre;ident and
Managina: Director The site chosen was that on which
;\1eSSn>. Job Brothers StOf('$ stood prior to their destruc-
tion by the Great 1892 Conflagration that destroyed about
half of 51 John's
In 1899, The Royal Stores. Ltd., started The Royal
Stores Clothing Factol")" which was the pioneer clothing
factory in 51. John's. and which was run uninterruptedly
and successfully for fifty years.
During 1905 a larlle buildina was erected on the corner
of Duckworth and Prl~tt Stree~ to which the Furni-
1I0S. HAROLD MACPIIERSQN
f'r~ldenl or The Royal Stores.
Llmitt:d
ture ~!>artment and Clothing Faclory were moved,
giving the Water Street Store the much needed room
for expansion. In 1906, through the energy and foresight
of the lale Campbell Macpherson The Riverside Woollen
:\hlls were started at Makinson's, C.B.. producing down
through the years blankets. homespuns, coating, mack-
inaw cloth, yam, etc., that can take its place with the
best 9roduced on the mainland, and at the same time
playing a \,ery important part in the economic life of
Makinson's as an employment centre.
In 19<18, upon the pas;ing of Campbell Macpherson,
his brother Archibald Macpherson was elected to the
Presidenc)' of the company and Harold Macpherson was
added to the Boord of Directors.
In 1911, an aar('('ment .....as made between The Royal
Stort's, Ltd., and The Anjlo-Newfoundland OeYelopme.!1t
Company, .....hich resulted in the establishment of the
Exploits Valley Royal Stores. Ltd., of Grand Falls and
Millertown. In 1914, Or. Cluny Macpherson was added
to the Directorate
The year 1916 saw the rctirement of Honourable \'I. C
Job, .....ho since the formation of the rompany, had been
it- Vice-President, and who, by his vision and helpful_
ness, greatly fostered the extensiOn of the company in
its ne ..... \'entures. He transferred his acti\'ities to Lon-
don, England. Honourable R. B Job, a brother wa"
eleeted to fill the \'acancy
Lat!.' 1n the year 1916 on agreement was made with
1 he Martin Hardware Co....... herein The Royal Stores
Hard.....are .....as nl!.'rged in that of The :Iolartin Hardware,
CAMPBELL 'l\o),\CPII ..:RSON,
O.B.E.
Manarln.- Ulr«tor or The
Royal Stort:S, Limited
forming The l\lartin Royal Stores Hardware Company.
Limited, carrying on the bUSiness in The Martin Hard-
ware building, imme<hately west of The Royal Stores
buildina:. This move made additional lSpace for the re-
quired extension to the men's readymades Dnd furnish-
ings departments.
In the year 1921, death removed the Company's second
Preside..,t Archibald :Macpherson, and Harold Macpher-
son was elected President
In 1922 a large concrete extension to the furniture
store on Duckworth Street was built, and it is of passing
interest to note that thi:; was the first building of any
sile to be erected in the city after 1914-18 v..ar.
In 1927 by an alreement with The Bucharu; Minin",
Co., The Exploits Valley Royal Stort'S, Ltd., was further
extended to Include the mininl to.....n of Buchans.
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1515 Un;yersity Towe.
.2.1~ r~) " JOB BROTHERS & CO, LTD,~. "."~,~..~.
; i~I~~jA~1"'>
•••Q:lltK FROlEM ••• t;:~~.~J:~~··!l~~~!·"·· ..
173 yea,. of 'i,heries ellpe.j·
~nce ha~e modf! the "Omll of Job well
known in the North Ameri<;an Menkets, Fresh hom the
North Atlontic , .. "ttractinl)' pocked, Job'. Salmon,
Smelts, Cod, ROle Fish, Flounder, Halibut, Grey Sale and
Haddock 0•• renowned for thei.!op Quality and E(onomy.
Strawberry
Pineapple
Wintergreen
Banana
Orange
Rose
Vanilla
Lemon
Almond
Maple
Cocoanut
Raspberry
Pistachio
•
IMPERIAL MANUFACTURING
ASK FOR
IMPERIAL FINE FOOD FLAVOURS:
To-day The Royal Stores, Ltd., with the main stores
and executive offices in St. John's, is a department store
and wholesale distributor, controlling The Martin Royal
Stores Hardware Co., Ltd., The Riverside Woolen Mills,
Ltd., at Macki!1son'.s and The Exploits Valley Royal
Stores, Ltd., Grand Falls, Buchans and Millertown.
A vital factor in the business and economic life of
Newfoundland, the Royal Stores, Ltd., gives employ~
ment to many hundreds and has an annual tUrllOVer
of several mililons of dollars.
The present Directorate consists of Honourable Harold
Macpherson President, Dr. Cluny Macpherson, C.M.G.,
Vice-President, bOlh sons of the former Campbell Mac-
phersn.'l. A grand son and namesake Campbell
Macpherson, 0.8.E., is Managing Director and Honoul-
able Robert B. Job Director.
PRESCOTT ST. ST. JOHN'S
JOB BROTHERS
& CO.; LTD.
ST. JOHN'S, NFLD.
"And then. my dear. she wrote me the most in-
suiting Jetter, and I admit I was going to say some-
thing pretty nasty, but then I remembered that I
was a lady, so 1 just wrote. 'You go to blazE'l,' dig-
nified-like. at the bottom of her letter, and '>ent it
back to her."
It's what we learn aftf'r we think we know it all
that counts.
Every man ought to be required to wait on
himself occasionallY, just so he may learn what a
lot of trouble he is to others.
Stene
Memory
The Sacred
Tru~k service operales more often to more places
than any other transportation system. It creates
new markets. new jobs. greater prosperity, It pays
and will continue to pay its fair share of the high-
way pl'ogram,
WHEN IT'S YOUR MOVE
DIAL 2815
leDrew's Motor Express
Whelher to <I new apartment, a new town or a new
country--or local parcel delivery_
LET EXPERTS DO IT.
Our packing and shipping experience is at your
service_local or long distance.
(Member o! Canadian Warehousemen's Association
and Local T.P,V.)
We'll Pay Our Share.
with
Marble.
Lettered by
Carved and
II MA,RK EVERY PLOT It
()Jli-O'ff'k
cowtlle.rf'
£"HeralroHS'
•
TilE i\lASTER CRAFTSi\IES
Write for Photos. State requirements.
P,O. Box 422, St. John's, Nfld.
SKI NNER'S MONU MENTAl WORKS
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A PIRATE CALLED THE "SEA OWL"
A story of Buried Treasure in Newfoundland
By T J. FREEMAN
S0;\1E YEARS AGO: while prospecting {or mi.".lcral, Ihappened to \lISlt an island not many miles from
the historic town of Placentia. It being the month of June
when codfish was plenty, or, what Is romrnonly called by
my brother baymen, the "caplin school," and, being tired
after rowing hard all day, I sal down to
rcst on a mossy bank that ovcl'looked the
sea and to watch the fishermen hauling
their traps, while others came 01' weill to
the fishing ground. Scenery, at that time,
"Cut very little ice" with me. Still-to one
thlll the SC<I gives such unpleasant feeHngs
as the writer-smooth waler always has
a charm for him. The codfish and caplin
were breaching in thousands, the sea was
dotted with fishing craft, and to expedite
description, scenery, etc., I will give you
the words of Keats:_
"Twas a summer's eve, as the sun was
sinking,
Down by a river I chan«'d to strs)';
or the past and rut lire I was solely
thinking,
As I gazed distinctly on Placentia Bay.
The craft, In silence, la,\- in great numbers,
The rippling waters moved stern and
grand;
Such a scene of beauty is rarely witnessed
In :lIly country but in Newfoundland."
The barking or a dog on the other side
of the island at once rirew my attention,
and [ said to the old man who was with
me that "this was the island Ihat Old
PetC!r the Gold Seeker (as he was called)
Ilved on. On going 10 his hut, the door of
which was open, I was told (by the old
man) to walk in and sit down, He spoke
the English language fluently, and said
"1 .....as welcome to his island home"
I sat with him till late that night, con-
\,ersinll: on many topics, principally, and
the one that I was most anxious to listen
to, was the stories of the treasure that was
supposed to be buried by the pirates in the old. old days.
He told me of a pirate called the Sea Owl that used to
sail from some island in the Caribbean Sea, and was for
years a terror to shipping In the North Atlantic waters,
making, no doubt, some of the harbours on the West
Coast a depot for repairs, and for all we know landed and
buried the gold as well. He sho.....ed me some letters that
he had in his possession which, if correct, will leave no
doubt but such a ve.:>sel as the sea 0 .....1 once sailed in our
waters. The letters 3re as follows:-
"Brlg 'Sea Owl,'
Off the Coast of Newfoundland,
October 4th, 17-.
To my dear brother, Herbert,
Thou/{h many miles of the brOlld Atla.ntic tosses its
foam-crested waves between you and your much
wronged brother. I can assure YOU that your memory
(and my pllrents if living) holds a warm place in my
breast. I am now. and for many years have been, sailing
under the black flag, I am master of this ship, and have
treasure enough under her decks to make
me wealthy. When this \'oyage is over I
will return, and prove that I was innocenl
of the charges that my enemies concocted
to the Govcrnment of my country lIgainst
me. I will revenge."
The letter I'emflined unfinished; but in
another letler .... ritlen at Placentia, dated
October 24, 17-, just twenty days later,
it gives an account of the loss of the Sea
Owl and the burying or the gold on an
i'land in Placentia Bay.
Placentia, Newfoundland,
October 24th, 17-.
My Dear Brother.
To show you that I had .....ritten before
calamity overtook me I enclose a letter
that I was wriUn& you when a storm
arose, one that I will never forget. We
were drh'en for many hours before its
fury, until the mght of the 7th, Thai aw-
ful night the anery sea lashed itself into
white foam whiCh surgt'1 and dashed upon
the shore, as though it meant to overwhelm
everything within its reach, whilst the
howling, ;hl'ieking wind was almost sil-
cnced by the reverberating peals of thun-
der which echoed f~r and ncar upon the
shore
It .....as a night upon which no hUlllOrl
being would have cared volunteering to
have bl'a\'ed the elemel'ts, still les.... to be
anchored on a lee shore on the rugged
CO:lst of Newfoundland. whilst the lightning
flashes against the murky sky, sho.....ed the
sharp ledges of what seemed to be th"
upright cliff not two cables length from
our ship_ The wind roared and whistled
around us, shaking and shivering our
s!>ars from kelson to topmast, tearing our sails to pieces,
wlli).;t the frightened sailors strove In vain to bind them
more closely to the )'ards and booms. But alI was useless,
for it .....as a miracle that I alone was saved.
StilI the little ship held her anchors, and as thal dis-
mal nighl wore on many of my unfortunate crew who
had not uttered a prayer for years, asked God for mercy,
till at length a flash, more vivid than my shivering hand
can describe, rent the heaven.>, accompanied by a peal of
thunder which seemed to shake the earth from its
foundation. A mighty wave was seen towering towards
the ShOI'C, striking in its fury our little ship, whiCh in an
instnnt was smashed to pieces upon the rocks. How I wa~
saved r never knew; but when I awoke the storm had
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You Can't
Beat the
New KENMORE WASHERS
ONLY $5 DOWN DELIVERS ANEW KENMORE TO YOUR HOME.
l\-IODERN DOl\IE-
SHAPED TUB AND LID
prevent messy splash -
over. Steam seal cover
has rubber gasket, helps
water stay hot longer ..
keeps out dust and dirt.
FAST·ACTION DRAIN
PUMP
empties tub in 2 minutes.
No need to lift heavy pails
.. no more wet, slippery
noors. Hose hooks over
edge of laundry tub.
TUB IS EASY·TO·CLEAN
because it has a gleam-
ing white porcelain ena-
mellinish inside and out.
Wringer, base and legs
treated to resist rust.
POWERFUL HEAVY
DUTY l\IOTOR
mounted in rubber. Pre-
cision built gear case with
sealed-in lubrication for
life.
$5 DOWN, BALANCE ON EASY TERMS
Generous trade_in allowance for your old washer
"SHOP AND SAVE AT SIMPSON-SEARS"
170 WATER ST. ST. JOHN'S, NFLD
PHONE 5011-4
• VISI·l\-IATIC WRINGER
has feather·touch safety release. auto-
matic pressure controls . big, easy-on-
clothes balloon rolls have same gentle ern-
ciency on blankets or lingerie.
• ,\UTOl\1ATIC TIMER
measures washing time for you. Just set
It bell rings when washing is done,
",aves ~'ollr lime and saves your clothes.
Semi-Automatic KENMORE with VISI-MATIC Wringer
Compare this outstanding Kenmore Washer ... feature for feature ... with other washers
in the same price range .
• AGITATOR AC1'ION
G-vane plastic agitator cleans clothes
gently, thoroughly·
• INSULATED TUB
keeps waler hot longer. Double walls have
extra insulating space.
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abated, and I found myself Oll an island more dead than
alive.
[ strove hard to bury ~ome of my unfortunate crew
that were washed 011 slore, but through hunger and
thirst I was fOl'ccd to {luil the island which was unin-
h<lbitcd, and leave Ih~ir bones (as Pir<l!cs should) to
smoulder by the chilly bJa.>ts which howl over its deso-
lation •
I made a chart of the island, which is in group, in hopes
of rctur'1ing some da,1' to secure the kegs of treasure that
I got from a portion of the wreck and buried by the side
of a little pond.
, am sailing in a few days for America.
YOUR DISCARDED BROTHER."
The signilturc and address was removed, but the writer
was evidently master of the Sea Owl if such was the
vessel that was lost at the White Islands in Placentia
Bay over one hundred years ago. Old Peter is long since
dead. and you, dear reader, can have the story of the
buried treasure for all it is worth.
"Who loves a garden comes to know
The purest time therein to go
is when the day has just begun
And dew lies sparkling in the sun.
But oh! the holiest time of all
Is when the dusk b:!gins to fall,
And all is veiled in softest gray,
And thrushes sing their vesoer iay."
See Us for Your
CROCKERY and GLASSWARE
Requirements
I
CUPS & SAUCERS - TEA SETS
IDINNER SETSWATER SETS - BERRY SETS- also-CORONATION WA'RE
s. O. SlEELE &SONS
Limited
Ask For ..
Browning-Harvey
Limited
Dial 6392 Water Street East
It Pays To Remember .
TEMPLETON'S
FOR
WAll PAPERS AND PAINTS
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(Astra castra, Numen Lumen, which for the sake
of rhyme may be fre<!ly translatcd-"The Stars my
Camp, the Lord my Lamp.)
By A. J. W. McNElLY, K.C.
The azure tent of Heaven my canopy.
In the deep woods I pass this summer night,
From all the city's cares and clamour free,
The Stars my Camp, the Deity my Light.
Clear-cut against the distant sky-hne bright
Stand the dark spires of many a giant tree:
The pool beneath me flashes, f]cckC'd with white,
Whilst the full stream winds downwlll'd to the sea.
Here all is Peace: and here the saddened heart
Finds in the solitudes of Nature's calm
That Peace which the Great Mother spreads abroad,
(And in the woods doth sov'ranly impart):
Here the bruised spirit finds its hel!ling balm,
Beneath the Stars, and the Light of God.
1I
The .night winds sleep, each in his forest cave,
A mystic silence broods o'er all around;
The diapason of the river-wave
Pervades, but cannot break, the calm profound:
No voice is yours, ye somber hills that bound
My solitude; nor yours, ye Stars that pave
The fretted vault, ye utter not a LSound:
Splendid ye burn, yet silent as the grave.
Silent; but when God's spirit-harmonies
On ~ingS unseen have kissed the earthly ears,
He hfts the soul high over mortal bars!
And then the great Trisagion symphonies
Of ch~ral Earth are heard, and of the Spheres,
Here, III God's Light, and underneath the Stars.
MAKE YOUR NEXT SUIT A
PARKDALE
MADE-TO-MEASURE
An excellent country~wide service for
Clerical Suits, Sport Jackets, Sport
Trousers, Regular Suits, Topcoats, Etc.
Finest Eng/ish Materials
See your nearest Dealer, or write
THE WHITE CLOTHING
LIMITED
PARKDALE MADE-TO-MEASURE DIV,ISION
ST_ JOHN'S
THE NEW BEATITUDE
By A. C. WQRNELI,
Blessed are the workers of the .Earth
Who sweat at honest labour in all lands;
The men still unashamed to soil their hands
With God's good dirt. Praise to such men of worth
As farmers, blacksmiths, plumbers, lumberjacks
Mechanics, masons, foundry-men and miners:
Deck-hands on freighters, tugs '1nd ocean-liners:
Longshoremen unafraid to bend their backs.
Praise all industrious, dedicated men,
Where e'er they be, what e'er their occupation:
Wield they the -plow or axe, the saw or pen,
They each perform a duty to the nation.
But foremost in the ranks of toil arc those
Whose robes of honour are thelf dirty clothes!
To-night
Tonight I want that little house
Just as we planned. we two
With the blazing fire. the lighted door
With happiness-and you.
I want to go on the wooded path
That leads up from the sea.
With lighted door, it means that you
Arc waiting there for me.
I know that by tomorrow
1'1\ give up my dreams and then
Laugh at the pain I feel tonight
And go on my way again.
But tonight, I want that little house
Just as we planned. we two.
With the blazing fire. the lighted door
With happiness-and you.
Set
GENERAL TIRES
AND
BATTERIES
•
Avalon Service Station
LeMARCHANT ROAD - ST, JOHN'S
Distributors for Newfoundland
P.O. Box 448 Dial 54:l3
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS E. & S. BARBiJUR
PINSENT and PINSENT
Barristers and Solicitors
Royal Bank Chambers St. John's
Sole Agents for
KELVIN RICARDO and
KELVIN DIESEL ENGINES
(Ranging from 71"" to 132 H.P.)
LEE & MARTIN
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
NATIONAL STATIONARY DIESEL
WIDDOP DIESEL MARINE ENGINES
(90 to 800 H,P.)
Acenu for:
Temple Bldg. Duckworth St. HAWBOLDT MARINE GAS ENGINES
MARINE & UFE SAVING EQUIPMENT
SQUIRES, SAUNDERS & CAREW
BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS, NOTARIES
Full line of Sp,ue Parts alwa)'s in st.M:k.
472·474 Water St. St. John's
198 Water Street St. John's
HUNT, EMERSON, STIRLING & HIGGINS
Borrislers, Solicitors, Notaries
283 Duckworth Sf. Sf. John's.
BUY YOUR FAMILY
MEMORIAL
AT
'-
-- - '-'~~I\l-.~'·~""""'n~~;*,1%"fp%~\l'&7~*,
..
Surfb:\thing at Northern Bay.
THE POSTMAN KNOCKS
From Otlawa, Ont.;
You've gOl the old flavor still, and yet it's a mueh
more mooern and handsome looking book Many happy
returns for years 'II years
From Montreal. Que
I have enjo)·ed the March edition of the Newfoundland
C.uartcrly. Many years of succt'ss,
Yours sLnCC!rely.
Signcd--
MUIR'S MARBLE WORKS
LIMITED
198 Water Street
Since 1847.
St. John's
From Concord, N.H .• U.S.A
Enclosed please find check for a year's subscription to
the Quarterly -I have missed the magazine, as J ha\'e
taken il for many years.-I see it has rhanged hands and
has the new look I am very glad to have it again
Yours very truly.
Mrs. W A
REGULATIONS
FOR THE KING GEORGE V JUBILEE
SCHOLARSHIPS (1953)
A. ELlGlBJUTY
Candidates must be natives of Newfound-
land, or rolLSt have attended, for at least t'ol..o
)"ears. one or more schools in Ne:wt'0undland
for which moneys are appropriated under
the Education Act.
Candidates musl have passed the Grade
Xl Public Examination in each of six subjects
as follows. with an average mark of not
less than ~S%:
I Enallsh.
2 Mathematics.
3 One of History, Economics.
4 One of Chemistry, Physics, Botan')',
Geography, General Science.
5. One of: French, German, Latin, Greek.
6. Another subjc<:t from Groups 3, 4 and 5
above, or one of Art, Music, Navigation,
Geology, Physiolon·
No candidate should apply who is not at
least sixteen years or age by the First of July
of the year in which he wishes to enter the
University.
NOTE:-Students who have already attended
the First Year Coun>e of Memorial
University, or its equivalent, are not
eligible for these scholarships.
B. METHOD OF SELECTION
In making the awards not only scholar-
~'lip will be taken into account, but character,
intere!;ts, physical fitness and economic need
wi!1 abo be considered.
The 'K'holar3hips shalJ not be awarded
10 candidates holding another scholarship of
equal or Ireater value.
C, COSDlTIOSS FOR 1I0LDlXG TU.E
SCIlOLARSUlP
Five scholarships will be awarded-three
to Outport candidates, and two to candidates
residing In St. John's.
The Scholarships, which are of the value
of $600.00 for students residing outside of St.
John's and $200.00 for students ordinarily
resident within St, John's. will be paid in
four semi-annual instalments. and the second
~'ear's instalments shall be paid only after
proper certification by the Relistrar of the
Memorlal University that the work and
conduct of the student have been salsfactory.
D. IIOW AND WilES TO APPLY
All applications should be made In the
candidate3' Own handwrilin" should give full
particulars regarding quaUficat.ions, and
should be addressed to:
TilE SECRETARY.
Committee of Sdectlon,
KinA" Ceorre V Jubilee Scholarships,
Oepartment or Education.
2. (a) AJI applicants who have already pas-
sed the Grade XI Examination must
enclose a certified copy of their marks.
Cl) All applications should reach the Sec-
r<"tary not later than June 30th.
(e) In the case of aopllcants about to write
the Grade XI Examination, a certified
copy of the marks should be forwarded
8JI scon as possible.
(d) Applicants should submit the n"mes
and addresses of three persons from
whom the Selection Committee may
o'1tain references, of whom one should
be. w'"erever possible. a Minister or
R"lig!on and ano~hec a Medical Prac-
titioner.
XOTE:-Can::lidates unsuccessful in previous
years. but who wish to be consider-
ed azai.a. should present a new
appli:ostlon.
Fishing Schooners, dryiJ'lg sails in St John's harbour
Hau1inll a rod trap. Kote rna:: d:pping fish from net at left.
